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ABSTRACT 
 This project will examine the effects of modern sexist attitudes on voting behavior 
in the 2016 House and Senate elections in which a man was running against a woman. 
This project contributes to existing literature on sexism, effects of candidate gender, and 
voting behavior, by looking at the role of sexism in lower federal elections in the context 
of having a female two party presidential candidate running in the general election. Using 
the 2016 American National Election Study (ANES) data, variables were coded to 
makeup a modern sexism battery, and controls were implemented to account for the 
female candidate’s party, her incumbency status, and the office she was running for. 
Additionally, control variables were added to account for voter age, party ID, gender 
(male), race (white), education level, income bracket, how many children they had living 
with them under 18, if they were married, and their religiosity. A modern sexism scale 
was created by way of an additive index of sexism based questions in the ANES dataset. 
First, an OLS regression analysis was run to determine which voter characteristic 
variables were related to higher levels of sexism.  Next, regressions were run to examine 
the influence of sexism on voting for the female candidate—my main hypothesis—which 
there was supporting evidence for.  For House elections, every point increase on the 
		 vi 
sexism scale is associated with a .9% decrease of probability of voting for the woman 
candidate. When it comes to voting for a female Senate candidate, there is a .7% 
probability decrease with every point increase on the sexism scale. 
		 vii 
 
PREFACE 
On November 8th, 2016 Hillary Clinton lost the presidential election—the world 
was shocked. Soon after, people started pointing fingers, looking for someone to blame; 
looking for a way to understand how so many pundits, volunteers, and pollsters could 
have misread the election; and, overall, just trying to understand ‘what happened?’. News 
outlets and groups blamed each other. One prominent explanation that emerged was that 
Hillary losing the election was indicative of how sexist the country was, which was 
evidenced by the misogynistic rhetoric of Donald Trump.  
Following the election of Barack Obama, the 44th President of the United States, 
and the first black U.S. President, some pointed to it as an indicator that the U.S. had 
reached a “post-racial” stage. Similarly, some pointed to the nomination of Hillary 
Clinton, and what seemed at the time to be her impending presidency, as an indicator of a 
“post-sexist America”. This similar trend led to the understanding of her loss as a sign of 
sexism—which maybe it was (Robbins, 2017). However, Hillary Clinton has been a 
controversial public figure and politician for decades. There were so many things that 
happened before her candidacy which could have poisoned many voters’ minds against 
her. This being so, it’s very hard to separate why voters do not like her, or if their true 
voting motives had components of sexism— we likely will never know.  
However, through this project, by measuring sexist values and voting behavior in 
lower congressional elections in the same year, we may be able to measure the national 
sentiment, more specifically if in those elections sexism did play a role. By knowing this 
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it may be possible to extrapolate and get some idea about the challenges Hillary Clinton 
may have faced.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Section One: Introduction 
 This paper will investigate the role sexism played in vote choice for, or against, a 
women candidate, in 2016 House and Senate races in which a woman candidate was 
running against a man.  
 The 2016 general election was the first election cycle in which there was a female 
two-party presidential candidate. Many people suggested that Hillary Clinton winning the 
primary was an indication of a shift away from attitudes ascribing traditional jobs and 
roles to women; an indicator that maybe a more equal America was in the near future 
(Foran, 2016). After Clinton lost the election, though, many suggested it was due to sexist 
attitudes among voters (Robbins, 2017). The sexist rhetoric specifically promoted by then 
candidate Donald Trump was often cited to support this claim (Lee, 2016). However, 
Hillary Clinton has been a polarizing political figure for many decades, and it is hard to 
separate feelings of animosity that come from her time as a first lady, a Senator, 
Secretary of State, and a general public figure, from misogynistic sentiment. This makes 
it hard to draw any one conclusion about why she lost the election, including ascribing 
any part of it to sexist attitudes. This paper, therefore, will examine the extent to which 
sexism played a role in vote choice in races in which women were running against men 
for lower congressional seats in the same 2016 election cycle. This will help identify 
whether attitudes about the roles of women have actually shifted in modern America, and 
what that means for female candidates, while cancelling out the polarizing effect of 
Clinton.  
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 Further, this paper will contribute to the scholarly literature by re-examining a 
widely debated topic, whether sexism and attitudes about candidate gender do play a role 
in vote choice, also adding the context of the first election with a major female 
presidential candidate. Since the election is still relatively recent, little has been done in 
the way of experiments examining the role of candidate gender in this congressional 
election cycle, so using the 2016 ANES data will being modernity to this long-debated 
topic. This will also be a new take on a modern sexism battery because some of the 
gender related questions in the ANES are new, and can be added to the questions 
recycled on the Study that have appeared in other experiments (McThomas and Tesler, 
2016). The new questions have the benefit of teasing out less explicit or obvious sexist 
sentiments by way of less pointed questions that mitigate the risk of triggering social 
desirability bias.  
 
Section Two: Context 
 There are a number of disciplines in which the nature of gender, bias, gender 
relations, and biological differences are studies—including biology, sociology, 
anthropology, psychology and many more.  Consequently, a large body of cross- 
disciplinary social science literature that looks at how biological gender-based differences 
present themselves in socialization, and institutions and processes have developed. 
Masculinity and the long history of men predominantly being the ones in positions of 
power has profoundly shaped both the United States and global society today. This is 
evident in that structure of the law, society, education, and in professional settings. 
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Studying the effects of this legacy is an important development across disciplines, 
including political science. 
 Much of the sociological work done examining the disparities in opportunity for 
women falls under feminist theory. Feminist theory is an extension of feminism, the idea 
of the equality of men and women, and more recently the equality of all gender identities, 
into areas of the social scientists. Through this discipline, scholars seek to understand the 
nature of gendered social roles and inequality. Areas of interest include stereotyping, 
oppression, patriarchy, objectification, inequality. Feminist theory has had a significant 
impact on the way political science is studied. For one, it gave birth to a movement 
challenging the traditional assumptions made in political theory; re-conceptualizing 
political theory, and methods for empirical research, through a feminist lens (Ritter and 
Mellow, 2000; Wibben, 2011). In the realm of American politics, the growing influence 
of feminist theory is presented mostly in quantitative measures (Ritter and Mellow, 
2000). For instance, there are now sects of research which look at candidate and voter 
gender. Using surveys and public data, scholars are now can understand both how and 
why men and women may differ in various political practices. These studies can take into 
account structural inequalities and social, cognitive, and psychological gender differences 
(Ritter and Mellow, 2000). The inclusion of this research has borne a movement that 
looks at not only how these inequalities are formed and work, but what we can to do 
dismantle patriarchy in all realms of politics, and in other realms of our society. Though 
there is not one conclusive answer any scholarly community as to how these differences 
between men and women present themselves, there is agreement that there are 
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differences which are significant to study further. 
Section Three: Existing Literature  
 There is a relatively wide consensus in the scholarly literature that there is a 
difference in how male and female candidates are evaluated and perceived by voters. This 
is seen in experiments that show that respondents ascribe issue competencies to 
candidates based on gender stereotypes of what personality traits they believe men and 
women candidates possess. When it comes to candidate evaluations, the literature 
suggests that some ascribe the personality traits of honesty, warmth, and integrity to 
female candidates, and also ascribe dominance in the issue areas of healthcare, education, 
and children-related issues (Huddy and Tirkledsen, 1993). Male candidates, on the other 
hand, are evaluated by voters to be tougher, more rational, more aggressive, and more 
self-confident, as well as more competent in military matters, foreign affairs, and 
economic issues (Huddy and Tirkledsen, 1993). Some scholars assert that the 
characteristics ascribed to each gender group of candidates come from traditional 
stereotypes about the roles of men and women in society (i.e. childcare, who is the 
breadwinner) (Alexander and Andersen, 1993; Burrell, 2008). As for the dominance in 
issue areas, there is evidence that political context and the issues emphasized in a given 
election affect voter evaluations of female candidates, based on whether they perceive 
them to be areas of issue competency for their gender (Lawless, 2004). 
 There is a sect of literature that examines why voters carry these stereotypes over 
into voting behavior. Kira Sanbonmatsu links two modes of existing literature by 
“incorporating gender stereotypes and hypothetical vote questions involving two 
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candidates in one model”, to show why voters might have different reactions to 
candidates based on their gender (2002). She finds that voters have a baseline gender 
schema (gender schema theory), which is a pre-existing organization or group of ideas 
about gender. Essentially, people knowingly or unknowingly stereotype female (and 
male) candidates based on the traditional gender roles and characteristics they ascribe to 
women, whether it be in perceived candidate beliefs, character traits, or issue 
competencies; these stereotypes come together to form their gender baseline preference, 
or “gender schema”. Sanbonmatsu finds that these baselines often line up so that women 
support female candidates, and men support male candidates at higher rates 
(Sanbonmatsu, 2002). Further research in this area suggests that someone’s gender 
schema has the strongest influence when there is incomplete information about a 
candidate; then, stereotypes and preconceived notions are used to fill in the gaps (Chang 
and Bush Hitchon, 2004). This process is similar to political science theory which posits 
that people use “cognitive heuristics”, a mode of filling in the gaps of information in their 
minds, to draw conclusion with less overall knowledge (Lau & Redlawsk, 2001). 
 The literature diverges more on what these attitudes mean for women candidates. 
After a 10-year study of six legislatures in six states, Welch et al. found that there was 
little evidence that female candidate’s suffered loss of vote shares due to their gender, 
even when controlling for the party or the size of the district’s urban population (Welch, 
Ambrosius, Clark, and Darcy, 1985). After repeating Welch et al.’s experiment, 
Rosenwasser et al. concurred that there was little evidence suggesting that the lower 
proportion of women in political office can be attributed to voter sexism (Rossenwasser, 
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Butemeyer, Fling, Rogers, and Silvers-Pickens, 1987). More modern evaluations, too, 
have found that the candidacy of women running for office is not hurt by their gender 
(Claassen and Ryan, 2016; Dolan, 2014). Kathleen Dolan finds that other considerations, 
specifically the political party of the woman candidate, have more of a bearing on 
whether a voter chooses her than her gender does, even if people possess preexisting 
gender stereotypes (schemas) (2014). Atkinson and Windett concur that women are just 
as likely to win in congressional elections, however, they do find that they have to 
overcome the challenge that their gender presents on the campaign trail by creating a 
wider issue platforms to run on, which includes a balance of men and women’s issues, as 
seen stereotypically. They find that this strategy of covering a wider range of issues in 
their campaigns and tenures in office (specifically the House) in order to compensate 
perceived weakness in masculine issue areas actually works to create a more equal 
playing field with men, and deters future challengers (Atkinson and Windett, 2018). 
 However, there are a number of scholars who disagree with this conclusion; they 
assert that candidate gender matters to voters, and that it often has negative connotations 
for female candidate’s electoral chances, especially for those running for higher offices 
(Huddy and Tirkledsen, 1993; Streb et. al., 2008). Huddy and Tirkledsen claim that the 
reason that scholars may not have previously drawn the link between candidate gender, 
voter’s attitudes, and election outcomes, is because female candidates go out of their way 
to portray more traditionally masculine characteristics, which they associate with political 
office due to it being a traditionally male dominated field (1993). Bauer agrees that in 
elections for higher offices, candidate gender usually hurts their electoral chances, 
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however asserts that in races for local office (i.e. school board) this detriment is mitigated 
because the characteristics traditionally ascribed to women candidates by voter’s gender 
baseline schema align better with the responsibilities and issues at the local level (Bauer, 
2018; Sanbonmatsu, 2002). Female candidates, too, may subscribe to these more 
traditional gender stereotypes and see themselves at odds with political positions, 
especially higher offices traditionally dominated by men, which could be one of the 
reasons why they run at lower levels than men. This could be due to male candidates 
using these stereotypes to their advantage (Fox and Lawless, 2011).  
 There are a significant number of other candidate aspects that are indicated as 
influential on the voters which relate to gender; this includes candidate appearance. 
Concurrent with both social science experiments and psychological findings, people 
make snap judgements about someone they do not have information about based on their 
first impression of their appearance (Lawson, Lenz, Baker, and Meyers, 2010). Political 
scientists have found that candidates who “looked the part”, based on appearance based 
first impressions, fare better in elections (Lawson, Lenz, Baker, and Meyers, 2010). One 
study found that attractiveness was highly associated with whether the respondent 
deemed the subject to be competent (Holohan and Stephen, 1981). Some researchers 
found that snap appearance based judgements often leave women at a disadvantage 
because they are often judged to be less competent (Ditonto and Mattes, 2018). Ditonto 
and Mattes ran an experiment in which they showed participants a pair of pictures of 
candidates who ran against each other in real elections, and had them rate the candidates 
based on appearance, competence, attractiveness, and how threatening they seemed 
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(2018). They found that in male-male races, perceived competence based on appearance 
is often correlated as the predictor of the election winner, whereas for female-female 
races, perceived attractiveness is the predictive factor for winning an election (Ditonto 
and Mattes, 2018). For mixed-gender races they find that the competence is a 
“particularly strong indicator” of electoral success only when the women candidates are 
judged as be more competent than her male opponent, based on appearance. Furthermore, 
in mixed-gender races, women candidates who are perceived as more threatening than 
their male opponent are more likely to win an election than other women candidates who 
are not (Ditonto and Mattes, 2018).  
 Another factor which can significantly influence the perception and electability of 
a women candidate are belief systems, namely religion. Religious leaders have been 
shown to be very influential on world-views, and thus politics, within social networks 
(Seltzer, 2016). This includes how progressive someone’s opinions are and their 
evaluations of political candidates based on characteristics, including gender. Mark 
Seltzer put forth a study of four elections, examining how religiosity of a congressional 
district, and proportion of people in that district belonging to the three largest religions in 
the United States (Roman Catholicism, Evangelical Protestantism, and mainline 
Protestantism) can influence the “presence and electoral success of women in U.S. House 
races” (2016). The study focuses on the effect of religiosity at three vital points in a 
campaign: when a woman candidate decides to enter the primary, securing a party 
nomination, and winning the general election. The perceived success of a run for office 
has a huge influence on whether someone will run, regardless of gender. Women living in 
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a community that often does not elect women candidates, and ones that have strong 
religious presences that advocate traditional gender roles (i.e. women staying and 
working in the home), these can be a huge demotivating factors in running for office. 
Seltzer finds that there is a strong influence of religiosity on the nomination and success 
of women candidates (2016). First, during the nomination stage, he finds that religiosity 
levels of a district are more influential in Democratic primaries, but less so in Republican 
primaries where most voters are typically Evangelicals or Catholics (even if the district is 
not), where women are overall nominated less. He finds, too, that during the election 
process districts in highly religious communities are about half as likely to vote for a 
women candidate on Election Day than a less religious, but otherwise similar, district 
(Seltzer, 2016). Seltzer concludes that the religious makeup of the community could 
make a difference for female candidates; with Protestants and Evangelicals being least 
likely to vote for a women candidate, likely based on their religiously based beliefs on 
gender roles (Seltzer, 2016). 
 Overall, increased levels of religiosity are expected to reinforce traditional gender 
roles and reduce support for gender egalitarianism (Peek et al., 1991; Davis and 
Greenstein, 2009). Based on examining the traditional teachings about gender roles, 
different religions have been found to support gender egalitarianism at different levels; 
with Conservative Protestants found to be the least supportive, the Jews found to be the 
most supportive, and “mainline” Catholics and Protestants falling in the middle (Davis 
and Greenstein, 2009). These attitudes are shaped by marriage practices, religious 
narratives regarding the balance of power sharing between men and women, and 
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childcare. However, these attitudes and their relationship to belief in gender 
traditionalism are mitigated by class (Bartowski, 2001). 
 Further, general exposure to other existing beliefs socialize individuals into 
subscribing them to more gender egalitarian beliefs. When people believe that their 
interests benefit from gender equality they are more likely to be supportive of gender 
egalitarianism (Barnett and Rivers, 2004; Bolzendahl and Meyers, 2004). The opposite 
can be true, too, exposure to less egalitarian beliefs can make someone less open to the 
idea of gender equity. The authors suggest that because women have a more vested 
interest in equality, this may explain why they overall are seen to have more egalitarian 
beliefs (Bolzendahl and Meyers, 2004). This has a strong relationship to education level, 
with higher levels of education often relating to more exposure to diverse beliefs (Davis 
and Greenstein, 2009). Further, age and cohort effects have a strong impact on attitudes 
towards gender equality in domestic and work force roles, especially for men (Brewster 
and Padavic, 2000). 
 Scholars widely agree that familial structure changes political socialization. One 
factor that is looked at in this line of literature is the effect of having a daughter has on 
men’s political attitudes. Sharroe et al. examine the effect of having a daughter on the 
political attitudes of fathers vs. mothers (2018). The authors find that the experience of 
specifically having a daughter as their first child, or “first-daughterhood”, positively 
correlates with fathers supporting gender equality policies; however, this relationship 
does not exist with mother’s who have a daughter as their first child. The authors 
postulate that this is due to the fact that mothers already have an existing vested interest 
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in these policies before having children (Sharroe et al., 2018). Further, the authors find 
that neither having a daughter in general (not as a first child), nor the proportion of 
fathers to daughters (which is to say as a father has more daughters in their pool of 
children), significantly increases father’s support for gender-equality policies (Sharroe et 
al. 2018). 
 Marriage, too, has been shown to increase or decrease support for gender equality 
policies. Sandra Gill conducted an experiment looking at preconditions that predict 
support for the Equal Rights Amendment, specifically socioeconomic status (class) and 
marriage status (1985). The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) is a constitutional 
amendment that had been proposed a number of times, though it has never passed, which 
would guarantee legal rights to all American citizens on the basis of sex. She finds that 
lower socioeconomic status is related to supporting the ERA at lower rates, regardless of 
how class or status is measured (measures include: income, prestige of 
occupation/education level of husband or father, and a feminist indicator) (Gill, 1985). 
For women, the findings indicate that those who oppose the ERA are more likely to be 
politically conservative, strongly religious, affiliated with fundamentalist religions, 
married, white, working class, and residents of non-urban areas (small town/rural area). 
Housewives are more likely to oppose the Amendment than working women. Gill states 
with a high level of confidence that middle class women who have held professional or 
managerial jobs are more supportive of the Amendment (1985). Gill’s experiment finds 
that men are equally as likely to support the ERA, though there are different predictive 
factors than women. The author qualifies that the findings are less powerful for men than 
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for women, but finds that men who are more likely to oppose the ERA are white, political 
conservatives, and married to full-time housewives (Gill, 1985).  
 Racial and ethnic identities are hypothesized to play a role in the likelihood of 
someone’s support for gender egalitarian ideas. African American women were found to 
be more likely to support the ERA than white women (Wilcox, 1990). However, 
researchers have found that there is no difference between black and white women in 
gender role attitudes (Wilcox, 1990). Though there is no difference in gender role 
attitudes, black women are more supportive of government efforts to address gender 
inequalities (Wilcox 1990). Other research concurred with this finding, assessing that 
African Americans are expected to support gender egalitarianism in the labor force 
because African American women have a higher participation rate in the workforce, 
according to a 2005 Bureau of Labor Statistics Report (Davis and Greenstein, 2009). 
However, this sentiment may be bolstered or mitigated by social class mobility, religion, 
upbringing, and other factors.  
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY 
Section One: Identifying Characteristic Variables of Interest 
The first aspect of interest when looking at the influence of sexism on vote choice 
is knowing if some demographic groups may be more likely to harbor sexist attitudes. 
Knowing the relationship between higher levels of sexism and individual voter 
characteristics may help estimate which type of person could have their voting behavior 
shaped by these values. Based on the literature (Swaim et al., 1995; McThomas and 
Tesler, 2016), I chose to use the “modern sexism” scale measurement approach to 
mitigate social desirability bias. A critique that McThomas and Tesler had of past 
experiments is that they measured sexism in such a way that was not subtle enough to not 
invoke social desirability bias (which is to say that the questions were obviously trying to 
evoke sexist responses, and people did not want to answer honestly due to negative 
perception) (2016). Further, some of the questions asked were based on somewhat 
antiquated values which, phrased as such, did not get at the root of modern anti-women 
sentiment. For example, people may not relate as strongly to the degree of misogyny in 
the 1950s, however this does not mean this way of thinking does not manifest now in a 
less extreme way. 
The main hypothesis that I intend to test is whether, after controlling for candidate 
specific and respondent factors, and party ID, there will be a statistically significant, 
negative linear relationship between sexism level and voting for the female candidate.  
I identified a number of characteristic variables describing the respondents which 
became my independent variables in my regression analyses. I searched the ANES 2016 
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Codebook and decided on variables indicating self-identified gender (specifically male in 
the regressions), education level, race (specifically if they were white in the regressions), 
their age, income bracket, party identification, if they are/have been married, the number 
of children living in their household ages 0-17, and if they attend religious services 
(outside of occasional weddings, baptisms, and funerals).  
For these control variables, I posit a number of smaller hypotheses which are 
based in the findings of the literature. Based on Sanbonmatsu’s gender schema theory, 
women and men have pre-existing sets of biases and opinions which will predispose them 
to favor a candidate of their own gender, which is why I added a control variable for 
males (2002). In Wilcox’s piece measuring support for the ERA, one of the most pro-
female pieces of legislation in American history, there is evidence that being of lower 
SES (income), being white, and being married potentially could influence support for this 
policy, and therefore could be indicative of larger attitudes about women (Wilcox,1990). 
Therefore, I implemented controls for income, being white, and being married (Wilcox, 
1990; Davis and Greenstein, 2009). From the findings in the literature, I expect that being 
white, having a lower income, and being married will be associated with higher scores on 
the sexism scale, and lower likelihood of having voted for the female candidate. The 
associations between gender traditionalism, and expectations of gender balance within 
the home related to religion cited in the literature was my motivation for controlling for 
increased religious attendance, with the hypothesis that higher levels of attendance will 
be associated with higher scores on the sexism scale, and lower likelihood to vote for the 
female candidate (Seltzer, 2016). The article on first daughterhood by Sharroe et al. 
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offered an interesting take on the effect of having children on attitudes towards females in 
politics, but the ANES dataset lacks the data to control for having a daughter as your first 
child (2018). Therefore, partially based on my observations, I controlled for having more 
children on the basis that having more children would increase your likelihood of having 
a daughter, which may increase support for policies and candidates that would improve 
her position. Therefore, for this relationship I am expecting a positive relationship 
between having more children and lower levels of sexism, and higher likelihood of voting 
for the female candidate.  
Campbell et al.’s key work identifying the power of party identification in voting 
behavior has been widely accepted in the scholarly community and confirmed in 
numerous scholars’ other work (Campbell et al., 1960). Though experiments have been 
done looking at the sexism in elections, and the influence of party identification, I re-
examined this because I expect to find that sexism still plays a role when controlling for 
party—suggesting that sexist attitudes are significant and should be taken into account 
when examining voting behavior.  
With a higher education level often comes more experience with, and knowledge 
of, women working outside traditional roles, which could associate with lower levels of 
modern sexism based on the questions in the ANES set. Bobo and Licari find that 
increased education and “cognitive sophistication” is related to increase of tolerance of 
towards “nonconforming groups” (Bobo and Licari, 1989). Further, based on the 
literature, I expect lower age levels will be associated with lower sexism scale scores 
because younger people are more removed from the pervasiveness of defined gender 
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roles and more open to egalitarian ideas (Scarborough et al., 2018). For income, as for 
education, higher income can be associated with exposure to knowledge due to the access 
to education it brings, which can shape values to be more open (Bobo and Licari, 1989; 
Gregorio, 2002). 
 Further, I identified variables from the post-election survey that measured self-
reported vote for House/Senate in 2016 races, as indicated by which party they voted for. 
I chose to use the post-election self-reported variables because the pre-election variables 
asked either who you voted for if you voted early, which had a small sample size, or who 
you intended to vote for, which could have changed. I used the vote choice variable later, 
in the second and third regression analyses, to help code for whether the candidate party 
they voted for had the female candidate.  
 For all of the aforementioned variables, I recoded them. In some instances, 
dropping non-response and missing values, and condensing categories. The information 
on, and justifications for, these decisions can be found in Appendix C.  
 
Section Two: Sexism Scale 
 The 2016 ANES dataset has the largest number of sexism, anti-feminist, and anti-
women related questions than any year before. The survey takes a subtler approach, 
asking adjacent questions which are skillfully phrased to get at sexist values and attitudes. 
One example of how the questions are phrased to invoke more modern sexist values asks 
on a scale how much they agree with the statement “many women interpret innocent 
remarks or acts as being sexist” (American, 2016). By phrasing the question this way, it 
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takes the blame off the respondent if they answer that they agree because even the 
question calls them “innocent remarks” instead of something more like “inappropriate 
comments” or, more aptly, “harassment” and places it on the woman who is receiving the 
comment. Further, this question gets at more modern sexist attitudes that we see in 
current debates like workplace conduct and sexual harassment. Overall, the purpose of 
asking this on the Survey is to hint the underlying opinions and stereotypes respondents 
have about women. 
 Overall, I identified 12 questions that hinted at modern sexist attitudes and that 
could be coded in the same direction to create an additive index. These questions can be 
found in Appendix A. Once I had identified the variables associated with the questions, I 
recoded them to collapse the categories, so that I could code them again all going the 
same direction—this was simple because they were all ordinal answers. I was left with 
the variables having three values, the lowest value in the variable suggesting a low level 
of sexist sentiment on the question, the middle value more neutral, and the higher values 
suggesting the most sexism. To create one sexism variable that I could use as a dependent 
variable in a regression, I created an additive index, tallying together the number of 
answers at these three different levels, to create a larger scale which ranges from 0-25. 
   
Section Three: Races of Interest 
Next, I identified which values out of this large dataset actually met my criteria of 
interest, House and Senate elections in which a man was running against a woman 
candidate. To first identify the candidates, I used a list published by Rutgers of all women 
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who ran for congressional office in 2016 (Center, 2016). This list also provided 
information on the candidate’s party, and her incumbency status, and the state and district 
number (if applicable) that her race was in. I also was aware that raising more money was 
a valuable factor in determining a woman’s chances in winning votes, and winning an 
election, so, using a combination of FollowTheMoney.org, Ballotpedia.org, and 
OpenSecrets.org, all web pages that track election finances and outcomes, I coded a new 
variable for raising more money (National; Ballotpedia, 2016; The Center). Lastly, I 
coded a variable for ultimate election outcome (if the woman candidate won/lost).  For all 
of these races, I isolated and coded for the respondents only who reported having voted in 
these elections. 
Overall, there were 141 races of interest, 129 House races and 12 Senate races. 
The information on the individual races can be found in Appendix B. 
 
Section Four: Predicting Sexism 
 The first regression analysis I ran was to estimate which characteristic variables 
had a [statistically significant] relationship with higher or lower levels of sexism. 
Knowing this is helpful because predicting predispositions could also help give a larger 
picture of national sentiments, which might expose if the country really had reached a 
“post-sexist” point with the nomination of Hillary Clinton. For the analysis, the 
dependent variable was the sexism scale, and the independent variables were if someone 
was white, their education level, their age, their gender, the number of children under 18 
living with them, if they are or have been married, their party identification, their income, 
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and if they attend religious services outside occasional weddings, funerals, and baptisms. 
For this project, I assumed a linear relationship between the variables, and therefore ran 
an OLS regression analysis. I acknowledge that there is a limitation in this experiment in 
that it is likely that these relationships are not all necessarily linear—if I further this 
research, or is another scholar takes up this project, exploring other models (i.e. 
logit/probit) would be prudent. 
 
Section Five: Predicting Vote Choice for the Female Candidate—House and Senate 
 For this section, the second and third regressions are iterations of the same 
regression, run twice for House and Senate races—therefore the methods written below 
will refer to both regression analyses. For the second and third regression analyses, I tried 
to link levels of sexism back to voting behavior, specifically voting for a male candidate 
over a female candidate, testing my main hypothesis. I thought the most plausible 
alternative motivation for vote choice was shared candidate-voter party identification, so 
I decided to create two variables, one looking only at if they voted for the woman 
candidate regardless of their party which was the dependent variable—vote choice for the 
female candidate. Another control variable was created to signifying if the candidate they 
voted for was from the same self-identified party to control for partisanship. I was able to 
fashion these variables from existing information in the dataset, in conjunction with the 
variables I had imported in the states coding in Section Three. Using this variable means 
that the results are interpreted as if the candidate and the voter are from the same party.  
 These regressions test my main hypothesis in this paper which is that, after 
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accounting for the power of shared party ID, and the other characteristic and candidate 
variables identified, sexism will be impact vote choice at a statistically significant level. 
Directionally, with each increase of a point on the sexism scale, I expect a linear negative 
relationship with voting for the female candidate. 
 The dependent variable in these regressions was voting for a female candidate, 
with the independent variables of sexism scale, same party vote, whether the candidate 
was an incumbent, and if she raised more money, plus the previously used characteristic 
variables. Again, for this project, I assumed a linear relationship between the variables 
and therefore ran an OLS regression analysis. I acknowledge that there is a limitation in 
this experiment in that it is likely that these relationships are not all necessarily linear—if 
I further this research, or is another scholar takes up this project, exploring other models 
would be prudent. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS & ANALYSIS 
Section One: Predispositions for Sexism—Respondent Characteristic Variables 
 
 The first OLS regression analysis run, as described in the methods section above, 
examines the relationships between different characteristic variables and level of sexism 
to assess predispositions for sexism.  The results of the first regression can be found 
below.  
 
Sexism and Characteristic Variables Relationships 
 Sexism  Coefficient  Std. Error  Significance 
Democrat -1.962 0.206 *** 
Republican 1.836 0.215 *** 
Male 1.309 0.132 *** 
White 0.135 0.157  
Age 0.010 0.004 ** 
Education -0.543 0.057 *** 
Income -0.187 0.032 *** 
Married -0.052 0.092  
Children 0.252 0.069 *** 
Religious 0.232 0.044 *** 
Constant 9.522 0.501 *** 
 
 
Mean DV 7.092 Std. Deviation DV  4.277 
R-squared  0.275 Number of Obs.   3196.000 
 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  
Figure 1. Sexism and Characteristic Variables Regression Analysis. 
 
 The table shows a number of statistically significant relationships. First, the 
relationship between party ID and levels of sexism—which has a baseline of being an 
Independent—shows that a move from Independent to Democrat is also related to lower 
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levels of sexism, and the same move from Independent to Republican is also strongly 
related to higher scores on the sexism scale.  The regression shows that the move from 
Independent to Democrat is associated with a nearly 2-point decrease on the sexism scale, 
and moving from Independent to Republican is associated with nearly a 1.9-point 
increase on the sexism scale, both with high levels of confidence. Further, consistent with 
my hypothesis and the literature, there is a highly statistically significant relationship 
between being a male and having higher scores on the sexism scale (Sanbonmatsu, 2002). 
Contrary to my hypotheses, there is no indicated significant relationship between being 
married or having been married, or being white, and having higher or lower levels of 
sexism on the scale.  Being older is related to having a slightly higher score on the sexism 
scale (.01-point increase) with a 95% confidence level with every additional year of age.  
As asserted in the literature, and concurrent with my hypotheses, being more educated 
and having a higher income, which often is associated with more education, is linked to 
more tolerance towards “out groups” (Scarborough et al., 2018; Gregorio, 2002). 
Respectively there is a .54-point decrease on the sexism scale with every additional 
educational milestone reported, and a .19- point decrease on the sexism with every 
advancement of income bracket. Religiosity also is concurrent with the literature and my 
hypothesis in having a relationship between higher levels of religiosity and higher levels 
of sexism, a .232-point increase for those respondents who report more regular religious 
attendance. Contrary to my hypothesis, having more children is strongly associated with 
higher levels of sexism at a high confidence interval, a .252-point increase with every 
additional minor living in the respondent’s household.
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Section Two: Predicting Vote Choice for Female Candidate in House and Senate 
Elections 
 
 
Voting for Female House Candidate 
Vote for Female House 
Candidate 
 Coefficient  Std. Error  Significance 
Sexism -0.009 0.004 ** 
Shared Party 0.324 0.036 *** 
Female Incumbent 0.003 0.029  
Female Raised More 0.068 0.040 * 
White 0.013 0.038  
Male 0.021 0.031  
Age 0.003 0.001 ** 
Religious -0.006 0.010  
Education 0.015 0.014  
Income 0.010 0.008  
Children 0.002 0.017  
Married -0.008 0.022  
Constant -0.019 0.124  
 
 
Mean DV 0.309 Std. Deviation DV 0.462 
R-squared  0.164 Number of Obs.   770.000 
 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  
Figure 2. Vote for Female House Candidate—Regression Two 
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Regression two, seen above, examines the relationship between the dependent 
variable, voting for the female candidate in the House race, and a number of other 
candidate and voter characteristic variables. What is most notable about the results is that, 
after implementing the controls, there is statistically significant relationship between 
voting for the female candidate and lower levels of sexism which confirms my main 
hypothesis for House elections. The regression shows that with every point increase on 
the sexism scale (0-25) there is a nearly 1% decrease in likelihood that the average voter 
voted for the female candidate. This is extremely significant because not only does it 
support the hypothesis of this project, it challenges and adds to existing literature that 
party ID trumps all when it comes to voting behavior. (Campbell et al., 1960) This being 
said, the strength of party ID is also confirmed; shared party ID is associated with a 32% 
probability increase among the average voter of voting for the female candidate. 
 Further, the strength of raising more money and being the incumbent candidate 
are confirmed in this regression. For female candidates who raised more money than their 
male counter parts, there is a nearly 7% increase among in voting for the female 
candidate in the election. Incumbency advantage is not supported in this regression, 
which is an interesting contradiction to expectations and the existing literature. (Gelman, 
1990) When it comes to the voter characteristic variables, the regression results do not 
have statistical significance to support my hypotheses about higher or lower likelihood to 
vote for the female candidate; except for age. The only characteristic variable that is 
shown to have a statistically significant relationship with voting for the female candidate 
is age, which has a slight effect, a .3% increase in the likelihood to vote for the female 
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candidate with every additional year of age, which is a directionality contrary to my 
hypothesis. 
 
Figure 3—Probability of Voting for Female House Candidate by Sexism Level. 
 
Above is a margins plot which shows the probability of voting for the female 
House candidate by level of sexism. The plot shows a trend that concurs with the 
regression results, with the dots representing the mean probability of voting for the 
female candidate at every point on the sexism scale. The trend is negative showing that 
increase in sexism is associated with a decrease in probability of voting for the female 
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candidate (with controls implemented). For the case of House elections, those who have 
the highest levels of sexism show close to 0% probability of voting for the woman. 
 Regression three, as seen below in Figure Four, paints a picture more concurrent 
with the literature and my hypotheses. Most notably, in this regression there still a 
statistically significant relationship between voting for the female Senate candidate and 
having a lower score on the sexism scale (though at a lower confidence interval than in 
Regression Two). The OLS shows every 1-point increase on the sexism scale is 
associated with a .7% decrease in the likelihood for an average voter to vote for the 
female candidate. This again suggests that sexist sentiment can prevail in affecting vote 
choice even when controlling for party ID. Shared, though, did have a very strong 
relationship with vote choice, showing a 41% higher likelihood for voting for the female 
candidate when there is shared party ID—concurrent with my hypothesis and the 
literature.  (Campbell et al., 1960) 
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Voting for Female Senate Candidate 
Vote for Female 
Senate Candidate  
 Coefficient  Std. Error  Significance 
Sexism -0.007 0.004 * 
Shared Party 0.416 0.034 *** 
Female Incumbent 0.049 0.020 ** 
Female Raised More 0.003 0.005  
White 0.105 0.038 *** 
Male 0.030 0.030  
Age 0.001 0.001  
Religious 0.001 0.010  
Education 0.009 0.013  
Income 0.017 0.008 ** 
Children -0.015 0.016  
Married 0.036 0.021 * 
Constant -0.171 0.118  
 
Mean DV 0.313 Std. Deviation DV  0.464 
R-squared  0.208 Number of Obs.   820.000 
 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  
Figure 4. Vote for Female Senate Candidate-- Regression Three. 
 
In the regression for Senate races, there is a statistically significant relationship 
supporting incumbency advantage, with a nearly 5% increase in likelihood that the 
average voter would vote for the female candidate if the female candidate is the 
incumbent. Contrary to the first regression iteration, the literature, and my hypothesis, 
there is no statistically significant relationship shown for the female candidate raising 
more money. For the characteristic variables, the only ones in the regression shown to 
have statistically significant relationships with a higher chance of voting for a female 
candidate, or not, are race (white), income, and marriage status. Among the white 
respondents, there is a 10.5% increase in probability of voting for the female Senate 
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candidate among average voters, which is directionally contrary to my hypothesis. The 
positive relationship for income, a 1.7% increase in likelihood of voting for the female 
with every unit (bracket) increase in income is concurrent with the literature and my 
hypothesis. (Gill, 1985) Lastly, being married is shown to be associated with a 3.6% 
increase in likelihood to vote for the female candidate for the average respondent. The 
directionality of this relationship is contrary to the literature reviewed and my initial 
hypothesis, but upon further thought it could be a similar effect as predicted for having 
more children, that being more likely to be personally close to a woman could increase 
support for women and female oriented policies.   
Figure Five, below, offers further confirmation for the hypothesis that increased 
levels of sexism, with candidate and voter controls implemented, will correspond with a 
lower probability of voting for the female candidate. The plot shows a negative trend for 
probability of vote for the woman Senate candidate with increasing levels of sexism. At 
the highest end of the sexism scale, there is about a 5% probability of voting for the 
female candidate.   
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Figure 5. Probability of Voting Female Senate Candidate by Sexism Level. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This project set out to examine the role of sexism in vote choice in 2016 
congressional elections in which a man was running against a woman. Through the 
execution of a number of OLS regression models using the 2016 ANES data, I was able 
to find support for my major hypothesis in both the House and the Senate races, even 
when including controls for party ID, and a number of voter and candidate characteristic 
variables. Furthermore, there were a number of smaller hypotheses about groups that may 
be more predisposed to sexist attitudes; in moving from Independent party ID to 
Democrat, there was a negative relationship shown between sexism and party ID. When 
moving from Independent to Republican there is a positive relationship shown, 
suggesting higher corresponding scores on the sexism scale. Furthermore, the findings in 
the first regression suggest positive relationships between being male, being older, having 
more children, and being more religious, and having higher scores on the sexism scale. 
Education and income were also shown to have negative statistically significant 
relationships, with higher levels of education and income corresponding with lower 
scores on the sexism scale. The statistically significant relationships supported findings in 
the literature and my hypotheses for which groups may have predispositions one way or 
another in having higher sexism scores. There was no evidence of relationships I 
hypothesized for being white or being married.  
In the second and third regressions, which estimated likelihood of voting for the 
female candidate respectively in House and Senate elections while controlling for sexism 
and candidate and voter characteristic variables, I found the support for my major 
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hypothesis. For the average voter, a point increase on the sexism scale was related to 
approximately a 1% decrease in probability of voting for the female House candidate. For 
the House elections, there was statistically significant evidence showing partisanship, and 
candidate raising more money were predictive of a higher likelihood of voting for the 
female candidate. In that regression, one relationship that was directionally contrary to 
my hypothesis was that being older corresponded with a higher likelihood of voting for 
the female candidate. The other control variables including incumbency, being white, 
education, income, marriage status, children, religiosity, and gender did not yield 
statistically significant results, contrary to some of the literature and my hypotheses. In 
the third regression for the Senate races, again, there was confirmation that sexism 
remained statistically significant and predictive of voting for the female candidate, even 
when controlling for partisanship and other factors. In the Senate regression, for the 
average voter, each point increase on the sexism scale was associated with a .7% 
probability decrease in voting for the female candidate. In this regression, there were 
strong positive relationships between incumbency, and shared partisanship as expected. 
Furthermore, there were positive relationships between age, and being married, and 
voting for the female candidate, which were directionally contrary to my hypotheses. For 
the remaining controls of raising more money, being male, older, more religious, having 
more children, or being more educated there were no statistically significant relationships 
indicated, which contradicts my original hypotheses. 
The main takeaway from these findings is the implication of the hypothesis, that 
sexism did play a role in vote choice (in races between a man and a woman) in the 2016 
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congressional cycle. For one, this hypothesis can provide periphery support for the claim 
that sexism played a role in the loss of Hillary Clinton in the general presidential election 
in the same year. While this paper does not look at the presidential race, it does measure 
the sentiment of the voters, and it would not be unreasonable to assume that these 
attitudes also translated into the general presidential election. Hillary Clinton is such a 
polarizing figure for so many reasons, it is hard to isolate the degree to which sexism 
could have motivated vote choice. However, knowing that this sentiment is alive and well 
among American voters, and that it does play a role in voting behavior in lower elections 
could be crucial information for the female candidates in the upcoming 2020 presidential 
election, and their counterparts running for lower office in the same year. Further 
research should be conducted as to what could be done to mitigate or counter this 
sentiment to give the women as equal of a playing field as possible.  
 I would be remiss to not acknowledge the limitations in this project. First, this 
paper assumed linear relationship between the variables chosen and ran OLS regressions. 
I acknowledge that there may not be linear relationships for many of these variables, and 
therefore should I continue this research, or should another scholar build on it, I would 
recommend exploring other options like a logit/probit model. Additionally, I am aware 
that the limited number and scope of the sexism questions on the ANES that I used to 
make up the sexism scale could be problematic. In the future, I would recommend the 
addition of even more questions which get at the modern sexism we are facing now, 
especially more questions related to the #MeToo movement and workplace harassment. 
There are also a number of realms that sexism plays a significant role beyond the 
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workplace, politics, and the home that should be explored—diversifying the questions 
may trigger different responses amongst the participants based on their personal 
experience, which could yield a more accurate measure. 
As a woman living in the United States, these results did not surprise me—even when 
accounting for my knowledge of the very strong (sometime overpowering) effect of 
partisanship on vote choice. The country has serious problem with how we think about 
gender roles that affects the state of our democracy. If these attitudes are affecting voter’s 
decision-making processes, then the promise of American freedom and equality, and the 
notion that anyone can be president, which we often tell little girls, are not true. There is 
no solution that could en masse change the way that people think or eradicate what 
opinions they use, consciously or subconsciously, when forming political opinions. 
However, coming up in the 2020 election cycle, which has the largest number of female 
presidential candidates ever, we need to acknowledge the reality these results indicate 
and try to do better. This can start with talking about the problem with more frankness, 
building upon the conversation happening around the #MeToo movement, and changing 
the often-misogynistic rhetoric in the news media that is used when talking about 
powerful women succeeding in previously male dominated fields. Moreover, including 
women in politics more, and encouraging them to break through the glass ceiling across 
all fields is an excellent place to start to change this sentiment, and hopefully this will 
begin in 2020. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Appendix A-- Questions in Sexism Battery  
• Many women interpret innocent remarks or acts as being sexist. Do you agree strongly, 
 agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree 
strongly  with this statement?— variable renamed sexistremarks   
• Most women fail to appreciate fully all that men do for them. (Do you agree strongly, 
 agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree 
strongly with this statement?)— variable renamed wmn_underapp   
• Women seek to gain power by getting control over men. (Do you agree strongly, agree 
somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly 
with this statement?)— variable renamed wmn_powerseek   
• Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose requiring employers to pay women 
and men the same amount for the same work?— variable renamed equalpay   
• How important is it that more women be elected to political office? [Extremely 
important, very important, moderately important, a little important, or not 
important at all / Not important at all, a little important, moderately important, 
very important, or extremely important]?— variable renamed elect_wmn   
• Should the news media pay more attention to discrimination against women, less 
attention, or the same amount of attention they have been paying lately?— 
variable renamed mediaattn_discrim   
• When women demand equality these days, how often are they actually seeking special 
favors? [Always, most of the time, about half the time, some of the time, or never 
/ Never, some of the time, about half the time, most of the time, or always ?— 
variable renamed special_favors   
• When women complain about discrimination, how often do they cause more problems 
than they solve? [Always, most of the time, about half the time, some of the time, 
or never / Never, some of the time, about half the time, most of the time, or 
always ?— variable renamed discrim_complain   
• How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the 
following groups? Women— variable renamed amt_discrim  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• Do you think it is easier, harder, or neither easier nor harder for mothers who work 
outside the home to establish a warm and secure relationship with their children 
than it is for mothers who stay at home?1— variable renamed working_moms   
• Do you think it is better, worse, or makes no difference for the family as a whole if the 
man works outside the home and the woman takes care of the home and 
family?— variable renamed stayhome   
• How well does the term anti-feminist’ describe you? [Extremely well, very well, 
somewhat well, not very well, or not at all / Not at all, not very well, somewhat 
well, very well or extremely well]?— variable renamed antifeminist  
 
 
                                                1	Note: I argue that this question is modern sexism and not just personal opinion because 
the question asks about warmth, a trait stereotypically associated with mothers and the 
feminine; and, the questions suggests that working mothers have less “secure” 
relationships with their children, insinuating that they are bad mothers.	
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Appendix B—Table Used to Code New Variables  
 
 
Candidat
e 
Name   
Par
ty 
Opponent  
Name 
Par
ty 
Sta
te 
Distri
ct  
numb
er  
Rac
e  
Typ
e 
Incumb
ent/ 
Open 
Seat/  
Challen
ger 
Wom
an  
Won/ 
Lost 
Did 
Winn
er 
Raise 
More 
mone
y?  
Lisa 
Murkows
ki 
R Joe 
Miller 
L AK N/A Sena
te 
Incumbe
nt 
Won  Yes 
Martha 
Roby 
R Nathan  
Mathis 
D AL 2 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Ann 
Kirkpatr
ick 
D John  
McCain 
R  AZ N/A Sena
te 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Martha 
McSally 
R Matthew  
Heinz 
D AZ 2 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Talia 
Fuentes 
D Andrew  
Biggs 
R  AZ 5 Hou
se 
Open Lost Yes 
Eve 
Nunez 
R Ruben  
Gallego 
D AZ 7 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Krysten 
Sinema 
D Dave  
Giles 
R AZ 9 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Diane 
Curry 
D French  
Hill 
R AZ 2 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Doris 
Matsui 
D Robert  
Evans 
R CA 6 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Rita 
Ramirez 
D Paul  
Cook 
R  CA 8 Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Nancy 
Pelosi 
D Preston  
Picus 
I CA 12 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes  
Anna 
Eshoo 
D Richard  
Fox 
R CA 18 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Zoe 
Lofgren 
D Burt  
Lancaster 
R  CA 19 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Casey 
Lucius 
R Jimmy  
Panetta 
D CA 20 Hou
se 
Open Lost Yes 
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Wendy 
Reed 
D Kevin 
McCarthy 
R CA 23 Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Julia 
Brownley 
De Rafael 
Dagnesses 
R CA 26 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Judy 
Chu 
D Jack  
Oswell 
R CA 27 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Lenore 
Solis 
R  Adam  
Schiff 
D  CA 28 Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Grace 
Napolita
no 
D Roger 
Hernandez 
D  CA 32 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Adrienne 
Edwards 
D Xavier  
Becerra  
D  CA 34 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Norma 
Torres 
D Tyler  
Fischella  
R CA 35 Hou
se  
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes  
Karen  
Bass 
D Chris  
Wiggins 
D CA 37 Hou
se  
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Linda 
Sanchez 
D Ryan  
Downing 
R CA 38 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won  Yes 
Maxine 
Waters 
D Omar  
Navarro 
R  CA 43 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won  Yes 
Nanette 
Barragan 
D Isadore  
Hall 
R  CA 44 Hou
se 
Open Won Yes 
Mimi 
Walters 
R Ron  
Varaseth 
D Ca 45 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt  
Won  Yes 
Sue  
Savary 
D Dana 
Rohrbacke
r  
R  CA 48 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Denise 
Gitsham  
R Scott  
Peters 
D CA 52 Hou
se  
Challeng
er  
Lost Yes  
Susan  
Davis  
D James 
Veltmeyer 
R CA 53 Hou
se  
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Diana 
DeGette 
D  Charles 
Stockham  
R CO 1 Hou
se  
Incumbe
nt  
Won  Yes 
Gail 
Schwartz 
D Scott  
Tipton  
R  CO 3 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Misty 
Plowrigh
t 
D  Doug 
Lamborn 
R  CO 5  
Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes  
Morgan 
Carroll  
D  Mike  
Coffman 
R  CO 6 Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
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Daria 
Novak  
R  Joe  
Courtney 
D CT 2 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost  Yes 
Rosa 
DeLauro 
D Angel 
Cadena 
R CTt  3 Hou
se  
Incumbe
nt  
Won Yes 
Elizabeth 
Etsy 
D  Clay  
Cope 
R CT 5 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Lisa 
Blunt 
Rocheste
r 
D Hans  
Reigle 
R DE 1 Hou
se 
Open Won  Yes 
Glo 
Smith 
R  Al  
Lawson 
D FL 5 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Stephani
e 
Murphy 
D John  
Mica 
R  FL 7 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Won No 
 
Corry 
Westbro
ok 
 
D 
 
Bill  
Posey 
 
R  
 
FL 
 
8 
 
Hou
se  
 
Challeng
er 
 
Lost 
 
Yes 
Jan 
Schneide
r  
D Vernon 
Buchanan 
R  FL 16 Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
April 
Freeman 
D Tom  
Rooney 
R FL 17 Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Lois  
Frankel 
D Paul 
Spain 
R  FL 21 Hou
se  
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Andrea 
Leigh 
McGee 
R Ted  
Deutch 
D FL 22 Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Debbie 
Wasserm
an 
Schultz 
D Joe  
Kaufman 
R FL 23 Hou
se  
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Alina  
Valdes 
D Mario 
Diaz-
Balart 
R  FL 25 Hou
se  
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Ileana 
Ros-
Lentinen 
R Scott  
Furhman 
D FL 27 Hou
se  
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Angela 
Pendley 
D Drew  
Ferguson  
R GA 3 Hou
se 
Open Lost Yes 
Tricia D Richard  R  GA 12 Hou Challeng Lost  Yes 
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Carpente
r 
McCrack
en  
Allen se er 
Jennifer 
Martinez  
D Mike  
Simpson 
R ID 2 Hou
se 
Challenn
ger 
Lost Yes 
Tammy 
Duckwor
th 
D Mike  
Kirk 
R IL N/A Sena
te 
Challeng
er 
Won Yes 
Robin  
Kelly 
D John  
Morrow 
R  IL 2 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Amanda 
Howland 
D Peter  
Roskam 
R  IL 6 Hou
se 
Challenn
ger 
Lost  Yes 
Tonia  
Khouri 
R Bill  
Foster 
D IL 11 Hou
se 
Challenn
ger 
Lost  Yes 
Cheri  
Bustos 
D Patrick  
Harlan 
R  IL 17 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Jackie 
Walorski 
R Lynn  
Coleman 
D IN 2 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Catherin
e Ping 
R  Andre  
Carson 
D IN 7 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Shelli  
Yoder 
D Trey 
Hollingsw
orth 
R  IN 9 Hou
se 
Open Lost Yes 
Patty  
Judge 
D Chuck 
Grassley 
R  IA N/A Sena
te 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Monica 
Vernon 
D Rod  
Blum 
R IA 1 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost No 
Kim  
Weaver 
D Steven  
King 
R IA 4 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Nancy Jo 
Kemper 
D Andy  
Barr 
R KY 6 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Caroline 
Fayard 
D John  
Kennedy 
R  LA N/A Sena
te 
Open Lost Yes 
Chellie 
Pingree 
D Mark  
Holbrook 
R ME 1 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Emily  
Cain 
D Bruce  
Poliquin 
R ME 2 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Kathy 
Szeliga 
R  Chris Van 
Hollen 
D MD N/A Sena
te  
Open Lost Yes 
Amie  R  John  D MD 6 Hou Challeng Lost Yes 
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Hoeber Delaney se er 
Gretchen 
Driskell 
D Tim  
Walberg 
R MI 7 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost No 
Suzanne 
Shkrehi 
D Mike  
Bishop 
R MI 8 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Debbie 
Dingell 
D Jeff 
 Jones 
R MI 12 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Brenda 
Lawrenc
e 
D Howard 
Klausner 
R MI 14 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Angie  
Craig 
D Jason  
Lewis 
R  MN 2 Hou
se 
Open Lost No 
Terri  
Bonoff 
D  Erik  
Paulsen 
R  MN 3 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Betty 
McCollu
m 
D Greg  
Ryan 
R  MN 4 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Ann  
Wagner 
R Bill  
Otto 
D MO 2 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Vicky 
Hartzler 
R Gordon 
Christense
n 
D MO 4 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Geneviev
e 
Williams  
D  Billy  
Long 
R MO 7 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Denise 
Juneau 
D Ryan  
Zinke 
R MT 1 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Carol 
Shea-
Porter 
D Frank  
Guinta 
R NH 1 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Won Yes 
Ann  
Kuster 
D  Jim  
Lawrence  
R NH 2 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Lorna 
Phillipso
n  
D Chris  
Smith 
R NJ 4 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost  Yes  
Bonnie 
Coleman 
D Steven  
Uccio 
R  NJ 12 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Michelle 
Lujan 
Grisham 
D Richard  
Priem 
R NM 1 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Merrie D Steve  R NM 2 Hou Challeng Lost Yes 
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Lee 
Soules 
Pearce se er 
Wendy  
Long 
R Chuck 
Schumer 
D NY N/A Sena
te 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Anna 
Throne-
Holst 
D Lee  
Zeldin 
R NY 1 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Kathleen 
Rice 
D David  
Gurfein 
R NY 4 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Grace  
Meng 
D Danniel  
Maio 
R NY 6 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Nydia 
Velasque
z 
D Allan 
Romaguer
a 
R NY 7 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Yvette  
Clark 
D Alan  
Bellone 
R NY 9 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Carolyn 
Maloney 
D Robert  
Ardini 
R NY 12 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Zephyr 
Teachout 
D John  
Faso 
R NY 19 Hou
se 
Open Lost No 
Elise 
Stafanik 
R Mike  
Derrick 
D NY 21 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Colleen 
Deacon 
D John  
Katko 
R NY 24 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Louise 
Slaughte
r 
D Mark  
Assini 
R NY 25 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Shelly 
Schratz 
R Brian  
Higgins 
D NY 26 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Diana 
Kastenba
um 
D Chris  
Collins 
R NY 27 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Catherin
e Cortez 
Matso 
D Joe  
Heck 
R  NV N/A Sena
te 
Open Won Yes 
Jacky 
Rosen 
D Daniel 
Tarkanian 
R NV 3 Hou
se 
Open Won No 
Deborah 
Ross 
D Richard  
Burr 
R NC N/A Sena
te 
Challeng
er 
Lost No 
Sue  
Googe 
R David  
Price 
D  NC 4 Hou
se 
Challeng
er  
Lost Yes 
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Virginia 
Foxx 
R Josh  
Brannon 
D NC 5 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Alma  
Adams 
D Leon  
Threatt 
R NC 12 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Michele 
Young  
D Steve  
Chabot 
R OH 1 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Joyce  
Beatty 
D John  
Adams 
R OH 3 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Janet 
Garrett 
D Jim  
Jordan 
R OH 4 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Marcy 
Kaptur 
D Donald  
Larson 
R OH 9 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Christina 
Owen 
D Tom  
Cole 
R OK 4 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Suzanne 
Bonamici 
D Brian  
Heinrich 
R OR 1 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Katie 
McGinty 
D Pat  
Toomey 
R PA N/A Sena
te 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Deborah 
Williams 
R Robert  
Brady 
D PA 1 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Kerith 
Taylor 
D Glenn 
Thompson 
R PA 5 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Mary 
Ellen 
Balchinu
s 
D Patrick 
Meehan 
R PA 7 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Erin 
McClella
nd 
D Keith  
Rothfus 
R  PA 12 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Christina 
Hartman 
D Lloyd  
Smucker 
R  PA 16 Hou
se 
Open Lost Yes 
Laura 
Sterling 
R James  
Clyburn 
D SC 6 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost  Yes 
Melody 
Shekari  
D Chuck 
Fleischma
nn 
R TN 3 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Stacy 
Reis 
Snider 
R Jim  
Cooper 
D TN 5 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
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Diane  
Black 
R David  
Kent 
I  TN 6 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Marsha 
Blackbur
n 
R Chandler 
Tharon 
D TN 7 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Shirley 
McKellar 
D Louis  
Gohmert 
R  TX 1 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Ruby 
Faye 
Woolridg
e 
D 
 
Joe  
Barton 
R TX 6 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Tawana 
Cadien 
D Michael 
McCaul 
R  TX 10 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Kay  
Granger 
R Bill  
Bradshaw 
D TX 12 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt  
Won Yes 
Jan 
McDowel
l 
D Kenny 
Marchant 
R TX 24 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Kathi 
Thomas 
D Roger 
Williams 
R TX 25 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Eddie 
Bernice 
Johnson 
D Charles 
Lingerfelt 
R  TX 30 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Susan 
Navariz 
R Lloyd  
Doggett 
D TX 35 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Misty  
Snow 
D Mike  
Lee 
R UT N/A Sena
te 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Charlene 
Albarran 
D Chris  
Steward 
R  UT 2 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Mia  
Love 
R Doug  
Owens 
R  UT 4 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Shaun 
Brown 
D Scott  
Taylor 
R VA 2 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Jane 
Dittmar 
D Tom  
Garrett 
R  VA 5 Hou
se 
Open Lost No 
Eileen  
Bedell 
D Dave  
Brat 
R  VA 7 Hou
se 
Challeng
er 
Lost Yes 
Patty 
Murray  
D Chris  
Vance 
R  W
A 
N/A Sena
te 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Suzan 
DelBene 
D Robert 
Sutherland 
R  W
A 
1 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt  
Won Yes 
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Jamie 
Herrera 
Buetler 
R  Jim  
Moeller 
D  W
A 
3 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Cathy 
McMorri
s 
Rodgers 
R  Joe  
Pakootas 
D W
A 
5 Hou
se 
Incumbe
nt 
Won Yes 
Pramila 
Jayapal 
D Joe  
Miller 
D W
A 
7 Hou
se 
Open Won Yes 
Liz  
Cheny 
R Ryan  
Greene 
D W
Y 
1 Hou
se 
Open Won Yes 
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Appendix C— Do File  
 
1 *renamed variable for district number 
2 ren V161010f dist_num 
3 *renamed variable for state 
4 ren V161015b state 
5 *renamed variable for gender 
6 ren V161342 gender 
7 *renamed variable for party ID 
8 ren V161158x partyid 
9 *renamed variable for education 
10 ren V161270 education_level 
11 *renamed variable for race 
12 ren V161310x race 
13 *renamed variable for if married 
14 ren V161268 married 
15 *renamed variable for age 
16 ren V161267 age 
17 *renamed variable for if there are children ages 0-17 living in the household 
18 ren V161324 child 
19 *renamed variable for income 
20 ren V161361x income 
21 *renamed variable for religious attendance 
22 ren V161245 religious 
23 *renamed variable for self reported house vote POST 
24 ren V162040 housevote 
25 *renamed variable for self reported senate vote POST 
26 ren V162047 senatevote 
27 *renamed variable for if attend religious services 
28 ren V161244 relig_attend 
29 *renamed variable for if working moms bond with kids the same as nonworking moms 
30 ren V162228 working_moms 
31 *renamed variable for if women should stay at home and a man work 
32 ren V162230 stayhome 
33 *renamed variable for antifeminist sentiment 
34 ren V161348 antifeminist 
35 *renamed variable for thermometer of women's perception of sexist remarks 
36 ren V161507 sexistremarks_therm 
37 *renamed variable for women underappreciating men 
38 ren V161508 wmn_underapp 
39 *renamed variable for women seeking power over men 
40 ren V161509 wmn_powerseek 
41 *renamed variable for support of equal pay 
42 ren V162149 equalpay 
43 *renamed variable for if we should elect more women 
44 ren V162227 elect_wmn 
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45 *renamed variable for whether the media pays enough attention to discimination against 
women 
46 ren V162231 mediaattn_discrim 
47 *renamed variable for women seeking special favors 
48 ren V162232 special_favors 
49 *renamed variable for if women complaining helps or not 
50 ren V162233 discrim_complain 
51 *renamed variable for amount of discriminaiton against certain groups 
52 ren V162362 amt_discrim 
53 
54 *recoded variable child to how many kids, generated variable children, recoded 
nonresponse values to missing (.37% of whole sample) 
55 recode child (1=1 "1 child") (2=2 "two children") (3=3 
"three children") (4=4 "four children") (5/9=5 "5+ Children") (0=0 "No children") (-9=.), 
gen(children) 
56 *recoded variable for gender to create variable gender1, recoded nonresponse values to 
missing (.96% of whole sample) 
57 recode gender (1=1 "Male") (2=2 "Female") (3=3 "Other") (-9 
=.),gen (gender1) 
58 *drop and rename gender1 to gender 
59 drop gender 
60 ren gender1 gender 
61 *generate dummy variables for male and female 
62 gen male=. 
63 gen female=. 
64 replace male= 1 if gender == 1 
65 replace male= 0 if gender == 2 | gender == 3 
66 replace female= 1 if gender == 2 
67 replace female= 0 if gender == 1 | gender == 3 
 
68 *recoded race nonresponse values to missing (represented .47% of sample) 
69 replace race=. if race == -9 
70 *ran tabluate on race to confirm dropped values 
71 tab race 
72 *recoded race to make it 1=white and 0=nonwhite 
73 recode race (1=1 "white") (2/6=0 "nonwhite"), gen(white) 
74 *generate variable for whitemale 
75 gen whitemale=. 
76 replace whitemale= 1 if white == 1 & male == 1 
77 replace whitemale= 0 if white == 0 & male == 1 | white == 1 male == 0 
78 *recode partyid to collapse into 3 categories-- recode nonresponse values to missing 
(.005% of sample) 
79 recode partyid (1/3=1 "democrat") (4=2 "independent") (5/7=3 "republican") (-8/-9=.), 
gen(partyid1) 
80 *dropped partyid and renamed partyid1 
81 drop partyid 
82 ren partyid1 partyid 
83 *made party dummy variables 
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84 gen democrat = . 
85 replace democrat= 1 if partyid == 1 
86 replace democrat = 0 if partyid == 2 | partyid == 3 
87 gen republican = . 
88 replace republican= 1 if partyid == 3 
89 replace republican = 0 if partyid == 1 | partyid == 2 
90 gen independent = . 
91 replace independent= 1 if partyid == 2 
92 replace independent=0 if partyid == 1 | partyid == 3 
93 *ran tabulate on party id to confirm there were now three categories, democrat, republican, 
independent, and other 
94 tab partyid 
95 *recoded variable education_level to group levels of educational attainment, generated 
education-- recoded nonresponse values to missing (.81% of the sample) 
96 recode education_level (1/3=1 ">middle school") (4=2 "middle school") (5/8=3 "some 
high school") (9=4 "high school diploma") (10=5 "some college") (11/13=6 "college 
degree") ( 14=7 "Master's degree") (15/16=8 "professional or doctoral degree") (-9=.) 
(90=.) (95=.), gen(education) 
97 *tabulate education to confirm recoding 
98 tab education 
99 *recode housevote to make nonresponse values missing values and condense (replace 
51.88% as missing) 
100 recode housevote (-9=.) (-8/-6=.) (-1=.) (1=1 "democrat") (2= 
2 "republican") (3=3 "independent") (4=.) (5=0 "other"), gen( housevote1) 
101 *drop and rename housevote for housevote1 
102 drop housevote 
103 ren housevote1 housevote 
104 *recoded senate vote to make nonresponse values missing values and condense (made 
63.04% misssing) 
105 recode senatevote (-9=.) (-1=.) (-8/-6=.) (1=1 "democrat") (2 
=2 "republican") (3=3 "independent") (4=.) (5=0 "other"), gen (senatevote1) 
106 *dropped senate vote and renamed senatevote1 
107 drop senatevote 
108 ren senatevote1 senatevote 
109 *recode income to create brackets, generate incomescale, drop missing values and 
reassigned refusal to and answer as 0, gen incomescale (4.7% made missing) 
110 recode income (01=1 "less than 5000") (02/06=2 "5000 19,999") 
(07/12=3 "20,000 to 39,999") (13/16=4 "40,000 to 59,999") (17/20=5 "60,000 to 79,999") 
(21/22=6 "80,000 to 99,999") (23/24=7 "100,000 to 125,999") (25/26=8 "125,000 to 174,999") 
(27=9 "175,000 to 244,000") (28=10 "250,000+") (-5=.) (-9=.), gen(incomescale) 
111 *drop variable income 
112 drop income 
113 *rename incomescale income 
114 ren incomescale income 
115 *recoded married (collapsed categories), generated variable marriage, recoded 
nonresponse to missing values from married (represented .63%) of the sample 
116 recode married (1/2=1 "yes, presently") (3/5=2 "have been married, but not currently 
married") (6=3 "never married") (- 9=.), gen(marriage) 
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117 *dropped variable married 
118 drop married 
119 *renamed marriage married 
120 ren marriage married 
121 *recode religious to reverse the order, dropped missing values from religious (40.26%) 
122 recode religious (5=0 "never") (4=1 "a few times a year") (3= 
2 "once or twice a month") (2=3 "almost every week") (1=4 "every week") (-1=0), 
gen(religious1) 
123 *drop and rename religious variable 
124 drop religious 
125 ren religious1 religious 
126 *recoded antifeminist variable to collapse into 3 categories, recoded nonresponse values 
to missing values from anti feminist variable (1.92% of sample missing) 
127 recode antifeminist (1/2=2 "well") (3=1 "somewhat well") (4/5 
=0 "not well") (-9=.) (-5=.), gen(antifeminist1) 
128 *drop old antifeminist variable 
129 drop antifeminist 
130 *rename antifeminist1 variable antifeminist 
131 ren antifeminist1 antifeminist 
132 *recode sexistremarks variable to collapse into 3 categories, made nonresponse values 
missing (=2.69% of sample) 
133 recode sexistremarks_therm (1/2=3 "agree") (3=1 "somewhat agree") (4/5=0 "disagree") 
(-9=.) (-5=.), gen(sexistremarks_therm1) 
134 *drop sexistremarks_therm and rename sexistremarks_therm1 
135 drop sexistremarks_therm 
136 ren sexistremarks_therm1 sexistremarks 
137 *recode wmn_underapp to collapse into three categories, made nonresponse values 
missing (=2.74% of sample) 
138 recode wmn_underapp (1/2=2 "agree") (3=1 "somewhat agree") (4 
/5=0 "disagree") (-9=.) (-5=.), gen(wmn_underapp1) 
139 *drop wmn_underapp and rename wmn_underapp1 to wmn_underapp 
140 drop wmn_underapp 
141 ren wmn_underapp1 wmn_underapp 
142 *recode wmn_powerseek to collapse into three categories, dropped missing and 
nonresponse values (=2.88% of sample) 
143 recode wmn_powerseek (1/2=2 "agree") (3=1 "somewhat agree") ( 4/5=0 "disagree") (-
9=.) (-5=.), gen(wmn_powerseek1) 
144 *drop wmn_powerseek and rename wmn_powerseek1 to wmn_powerseek 
145 drop wmn_powerseek 
146 ren wmn_powerseek1 wmn_powerseek 
147 *recode equalpay to collapse into three categories, made nonresponse values missing 
(14.78%) 
148 recode equalpay (2=2 "oppose") (3=1 "neither favor nor oppose") (1=0 "favor") (-9/-5=.), 
gen(equalpay1) 
149 *drop equalpay and rename equalpay1 to equalpay 
150 drop equalpay 
151 ren equalpay1 equalpay 
152 *recode elect_wmn into three categories, made nonresponde values missing (15.22%) 
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153 recode elect_wmn (4/5=2 "not important") (3=1 "somewhat important") (1/2=0 "not 
important") (-9=.) (-8=.) (-7=.) (-6 
=.), gen(elect_wmn1) 
154 *drop elect_wmn and rename elect_wmn1 to elect_wmn 
155 drop elect_wmn 
156 ren elect_wmn1 elect_wmn 
157 *recode working_moms to collapse into three categories, made nonresponse values 
mising (=15.18%) 
158 recode working_moms (2=2 "harder") (3=1 "neither easier not harder") (1=0 "easier") (-
9/-6=.), gen(working_moms1) 
159 *drop working_moms and rename working_moms1 
160 drop working_moms 
161 ren working_moms1 working_moms 
162 *recode mediaattn_discrim to scale down, made nonresponse values missing (=64.78%) 
163 recode mediaattn_discrim (2=2 "less attention") (3=1 "same amount") (1=0 "more 
attention") (-9=.) (-7=.) (-6=.) (-8=.), gen(mediaattn_discrim1) 
164 *drop mediaattn_discrim and rename mediaattn_discrim1 
165 drop mediaattn_discrim 
166 ren mediaattn_discrim1 mediaattn_discrim 
167 *recode special_favors to collapse into three categories, made nonresponse values 
missing (=15.97%) 
168 recode special_favors (1/2=2 "always or most of the time") (3 
=1 "about half the time") (4/5=0 "never of infrequently") (-9 
=.) (-8=.) (-7=.) (-6=.), gen(special_favors1) 
169 *drop special_favors and rename special_favors1 
170 drop special_favors 
171 ren special_favors1 special_favors 
172 *recode discrim_complain to collapse into three categories, made nonresponse values 
missing (=15.97%) 
173 recode discrim_complain (1/2=2 "often or always") (3=1 "half the time") (4/5=0 "never 
or almost never") (-9/-6=.), gen(discrim_complain1) 
174 *drop discrim_complain and rename discrim_complain 
175 drop discrim_complain 
176 ren discrim_complain1 discrim_complain 
177 *recode stayhome to collapse into three categories, made nonresponse values missing 
(15.55%) 
178 recode stayhome (1=2 "better") (3=1 "no difference") (2=0 "worse") (-9/-6=.), 
gen(stayhome1) 
179 *drop stayhome and rename stayhome1 
180 drop stayhome 
181 ren stayhome1 stayhome 
182 *collapse remaining values in amt_discrim into 3 categories-- made nonresponses 
missing (17.65%) 
183 recode amt_discrim (4/5=2 "little to none") (3=1 "some") (1/2 
=0 "a good deal") (-9=.) (-7=.) (-6=.) (-5=.), gen(amt_discrim1) 
184 *drop amt_discrim and rename amt_discrim1 
185 drop amt_discrim 
186 ren amt_discrim1 amt_discrim 
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187 *recode relig_attend to isolate those who do go to religious services, made nonresponse 
values missing = .44% 
188 recode relig_attend (1=1 "yes") (2=0 "no") (-8=.) (-9=.), gen (relig_attend1) 
189 *rename religious attendance variable 
190 drop relig_attend 
191 ren relig_attend1 relig_attend 
192 *created additive index for sexist responses 
193 gen sexismx=antifeminist+sexistremarks+wmn_underapp+ 
wmn_powerseek+equalpay+elect_wmn+working_moms+ 
mediaattn_discrim+special_favors+discrim_complain+stayhome+ amt_discrim 
194 *recode sexism scale to start at 0 
195 *recode sexism scale to start at 0 
196 recode sexismx (3=0) (4=1) (5=2) (6=3) (7=4) (8=5) (9=6) (10=7) (11=8) (12=9) 
(13=10) (14=11) (15=12) (16=13) (17=14) (18=15) (19=16) (20=17) (21=18) (22=19), 
gen(sexismx1) 
197 *drop and rename sexism additive index variable 
198 drop sexismx 
199 ren sexismx1 sexism 
200 
201 
202 
203 *generate a house race for a woman candidate 
204 gen fem_house_race =. 
205 *generate variable for if female candidate is democrat -- dem_candidate == 1 
206 gen fem_cand_dem=. 
207 *generate variable for if the female candidate won -- if won 
== 1 
208 gen fem_won=. 
209 *generate variable for female incumbent -- note 0=challenger, 1=incumbent, 2=open seat 
210 gen fem_incumbent=. 
211 *generate a new variable for if the fem candidate raised more $ if raised more == 1 
212 gen fem_raised_more=. 
213 
214 
215 ** ALABAMA (1), 2 
216 *replace missing for female running in house race al, 2 
217 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==1 & dist_num==2 
218 *replace missing for female democrat running al, 2 
219 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==1 & dist_num==2 
220 *replace missing for female won al, 2 
221 replace fem_won= 1 if state==1 & dist_num==2 
222 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent al, 2 
223 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==1 & dist_num==2 
224 *replace missing is female candidate raised more al, 2 
225 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==1 & dist_num==2 
226 
227 ** ARIZONA (4), 2 
228 *replace missing for female running in house race az, 2 
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229 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==2 
230 *replace missing for female democrat running az, 2 
231 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==4 & dist_num==2 
232 *replace missing for female won az, 2 
233 replace fem_won= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==2 
234 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent az, 2 
235 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==2 
236 *replace missing is female candidate raised more az, 2 
237 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==2 
238 
239 ** ARIZONA (4), 5 
240 *replace missing for female running in house race az, 5 
241 . replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==5 
242 *replace missing for female democrat running az, 5 
243 . replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==5 
244 *replace missing for female won az, 5 
245  replace fem_won= 0 if state==4 & dist_num==2 
246 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent az, 2 
247 . replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==4 & dist_num==2 
248 *replace missing is female candidate raised more az, 2 
249 . replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==4 & dist_num==2 
250 
251 ** ARIZONA (4), 7 
252 *replace missing for female running in house race az, 7 
253 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==7 
254 *replace missing for female democrat running az, 7 
255 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==4 & dist_num==7 
256 *replace missing for female won az, 7 
257 replace fem_won= 0 if state==4 & dist_num==7 
258 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent az, 7 
259 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==4 & dist_num==7 
260 *replace missing is female candidate raised more az, 7 
261 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==4 & dist_num==7 
262 
263 ** ARIZONA (4), 9 
264 *replace missing for female running in house race az, 9 
265 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
266 *replace missing for female democrat running az, 9 
267 . replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
268 *replace missing for female won az, 9 
269 replace fem_won= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
270 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent az, 9 
271 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
272 *replace missing is female candidate raised more az, 9 
273 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
274 
275 ** ARIZONA (4), 9 
276 *replace missing for female running in house race az, 9 
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277 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
278 *replace missing for female democrat running az, 9 
279 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
280 *replace missing for female won az, 9 
281 replace fem_won= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
282 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent az, 9 
283  replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
284 *replace missing is female candidate raised more az, 9 
285 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==4 & dist_num==9 
286 
287 ** ARKANSAS (5), 2 
288 *replace missing for female running in house race ar, 2 
289 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==5 & dist_num==2 
290 *replace missing for female democrat running ar, 2 
291 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==5 & dist_num==2 
292 *replace missing for female won ar, 2 
293 replace fem_won= 0 if state==5 & dist_num==2 
294 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ar, 2 
295 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==5 & dist_num==2 
296 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ar, 2 
297 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==5 & dist_num==2 
298 
299 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 6 
300 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 6 
301 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==6 
302 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 6 
303 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==6 
304 *replace missing for female won ca, 6 
305 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==6 
306 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 6 
307 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==6 
308 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 6 
309 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==6 
310 
311 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 8 
312 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 8 
313 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==8 
314 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 8 
315 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==8 
316 *replace missing for female won ca, 8 
317 replace fem_won= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==8 
318 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 8 
319 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==8 
320 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 8 
321 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==8 
322 
323 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 12 
324 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 12 
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325 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==12 
326 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 12 
327  replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==12 
328 *replace missing for female won ca, 12 
329  replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==12 
330 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 12 
331 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==12 
332 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 12 
333 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==12 
334 
335 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 18 
336 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 18 
337 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==18 
338 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 18 
339 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==18 
340 *replace missing for female won ca, 18 
341 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==18 
342 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 18 
343 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==18 
344 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 18 
345 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==18 
346 
347 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 19 
348 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 19 
349 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
350 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 19 
351 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
352 *replace missing for female won ca, 19 
353 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
354 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 19 
355 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
356 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 19 
357 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
358 
359 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 19 
360 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 19 
361 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
362 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 19 
363 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
364 *replace missing for female won ca, 19 
365 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
366 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 19 
367 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
368 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 19 
369 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==19 
370 
371 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 20 
372 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 20 
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373 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==20 
374 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 20 
375 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==20 
376 *replace missing for female won ca, 20 
377 replace fem_won= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==20 
378 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 20 
379 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==6 & dist_num==20 
380 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 20 
381 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==20 
382 
383 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 23 
384 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 23 
385 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==23 
386 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 23 
387 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==23 
388 *replace missing for female won ca, 23 
389 replace fem_won= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==23 
390 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 23 
391 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==23 
392 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 23 
393 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==23 
394 
395 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 26 
396 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 26 
397 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==26 
398 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 26 
399 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==26 
400 *replace missing for female won ca, 26 
401 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==26 
402 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 26 
403 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==26 
404 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 26 
405 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==26 
406 
407 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 27 
408 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 27 
409 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==27 
410 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 27 
411 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==27 
412 *replace missing for female won ca, 27 
413 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==27 
414 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 27 
415 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==27 
416 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 27 
417 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==27 
418 
419 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 28 
420 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 28 
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421 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==28 
422 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 28 
423 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==28 
424 *replace missing for female won ca, 28 
425 replace fem_won= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==28 
426 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 28 
427 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==28 
428 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 28 
429 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==28 
430 
431 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 32 
432 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 32 
433 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==32 
434 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 32 
435 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==32 
436 *replace missing for female won ca, 32 
437 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==32 
438 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 32 
439 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==32 
440 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 32 
441 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==32 
442 
443 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 34 
444 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 34 
445 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==34 
446 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 34 
447 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==34 
448 *replace missing for female won ca, 34 
449 replace fem_won= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==34 
450 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 34 
451 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==34 
452 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 34 
453 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==34 
454 
455 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 35 
456 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 35 
457 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==35 
458 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 35 
459 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==35 
460 *replace missing for female won ca, 35 
461 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==35 
462 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 35 
463 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==35 
464 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 35 
465 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==35 
466 
467 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 37 
468 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 37 
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469 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==37 
470 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 37 
471 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==37 
472 *replace missing for female won ca, 37 
473 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==37 
474 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 37 
475 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==37 
476 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 37 
477 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==37 
478 
479 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 38 
480 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 38 
481  replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==38 
482 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 38 
483 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==38 
484 *replace missing for female won ca, 38 
485 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==38 
486 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 38 
487 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==38 
488 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 38 
489 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==38 
490 
491 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 43 
492 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 43 
493 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==43 
494 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 43 
495 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==43 
496 *replace missing for female won ca, 43 
497 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==43 
498 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 43 
499 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==43 
500 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 43 
501 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==43 
502 
503 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 44 
504 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 44 
505 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==44 
506 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 44 
507 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==44 
508 *replace missing for female won ca, 44 
509 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==44 
510 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 44 
511 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==6 & dist_num==44 
512 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 44 
513 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==44 
514 
515 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 45 
516 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 45 
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517 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==45 
518 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 45 
519 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==45 
520 *replace missing for female won ca, 45 
521 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==45 
522 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 45 
523 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==45 
524 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 45 
525 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==45 
526 
527 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 48 
528 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 48 
529 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==48 
530 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 48 
531 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==48 
532 *replace missing for female won ca, 48 
533 replace fem_won= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==48 
534 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 48 
535 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==48 
536 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 48 
537 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==48 
538 
539 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 52 
540 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 52 
541 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==52 
542 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 52 
543 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==52 
544 *replace missing for female won ca, 52 
545 replace fem_won= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==52 
546 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 52 
547 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==52 
548 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 52 
549 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==6 & dist_num==52 
550 
551 ** CALIFORNIA (6), 53 
552 *replace missing for female running in house race ca, 53 
553 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==53 
554 *replace missing for female democrat running ca, 53 
555 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==53 
556 *replace missing for female won ca, 53 
557 replace fem_won= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==53 
558 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ca, 53 
559 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==53 
560 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ca, 53 
561 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==6 & dist_num==53 
562 
563 ** COLORADO (8), 1 
564 *replace missing for female running in house race co, 1 
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565 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==1 
566 *replace missing for female democrat running co, 1 
567 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==1 
568 *replace missing for female won co, 1 
569 replace fem_won= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==1 
570 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent co, 1 
571 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==1 
572 *replace missing is female candidate raised more co, 1 
573 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==1 
574 
575 ** COLORADO (8), 3 
576 *replace missing for female running in house race co, 3 
577 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==3 
578 *replace missing for female democrat running co, 3 
579 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==3 
580 *replace missing for female won co, 3 
581 replace fem_won= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==3 
582 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent co, 3 
583 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==3 
584 *replace missing is female candidate raised more co, 3 
585 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==3 
586 
587 ** COLORADO (8), 5 
588 *replace missing for female running in house race co, 5 
589 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==5 
590 *replace missing for female democrat running co, 5 
591 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==5 
592 *replace missing for female won co, 5 
593 replace fem_won= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==5 
594 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent co, 5 
595 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==5 
596 *replace missing is female candidate raised more co, 5 
597 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==5 
598  
599 ** COLORADO (8), 6 
600 *replace missing for female running in house race co, 6  
601 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==6  
602 *replace missing for  female democrat running co, 6 
603 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==8 & dist_num==6 
604 *replace missing for female won co, 6 
605 replace fem_won= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==6 
606 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent co, 6  
607 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==6 
 608 *replace missing is female candidate raised more co, 6  
609 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==8 & dist_num==6  
610 
611 
612 ** CONNECTICUT (9), 2 
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613 *replace missing for female running in house race ct, 2  
614 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==2  
615 *replace missing for female democrat running ct, 2 
616 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==9 & dist_num==2 
617 *replace missing for female won ct, 2 
618  replace fem_won= 0 if state==9 & dist_num==2 
619 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ct, 2  
620 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==9 & dist_num==2  
621 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ct, 2  
622 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==9 & dist_num==2  
623 
624 ** CONNECTICUT (9), 3 
625 *replace missing for female running in house race ct, 3  
626 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==3  
627 *replace missing for female democrat running ct, 3 
628 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==3 
629 *replace missing for female won ct, 3 
630 replace fem_won= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==3 
631 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ct, 3 
 632 .replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==3  
633 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ct, 3 
634 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==3 
635 
636 ** CONNECTICUT (9), 5 
637 *replace missing for female running in house race ct, 5  
638 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==5  
639 *replace missing for female democrat running ct, 5 
640 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==5 
641 *replace missing for female won ct, 5 
642 replace fem_won= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==5 
643 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ct, 5 
 644 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==5  
645 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ct, 5  
646 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==9 & dist_num==5  
647 
648 
649 ** DELAWARE (10), 1 
650 *replace missing for female running in house race de, 1  
651 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==10 & dist_num==1  
652 *replace missing for female democrat running de, 1 
653 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==10 & dist_num==1 
654 *replace missing for female won de, 1 
655 replace fem_won= 1 if state==10 & dist_num==1 
656 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent de, 1  
657 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==10 & dist_num==1  
658 *replace missing is female candidate raised more de, 1  
659 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==10 & dist_num==1  
660 
  
60 
661 ** FLORIDA (12), 5 
662 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 5  
663 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==5  
664 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 5 
665 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==5 
666 *replace missing for female won fl, 5 
667  replace fem_won= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==5 
668 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 5  
669 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==5  
670 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 5  
671 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==5  
672 
673 ** FLORIDA (12), 7 
674 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 7  
675 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==7  
676 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 7 
677 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==7 
678 *replace missing for female won fl, 7 
679 replace fem_won= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==7 
680 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 7  
681 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==7  
682 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 7  
683 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==7  
684 
685 ** FLORIDA (12), 8 
686 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 8  
687 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==8  
688 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 8 
689 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==8 
690 *replace missing for female won fl, 8 
691 replace fem_won= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==8 
692 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 8  
693 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==8  
694 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 8  
695 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==8 
696 
697 ** FLORIDA (12), 16 
698 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 16  
699 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==16  
700 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 16 
701 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==16 
702 *replace missing for female won fl, 16 
703 replace fem_won= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==16 
704 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 16 
 705 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==16  
706 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 16  
707 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==16  
708 
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709 ** FLORIDA (12), 17 
710 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 17 
 711 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==17  
712 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 17 
713 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==17 
714 *replace missing for female won fl, 17 
715 replace fem_won= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==17 
716 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 17  
717 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==17  
718 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 17  
719 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==17  
720 
721 ** FLORIDA (12), 21 
722 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 21 
723 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==21 
724 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 21  
725 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==21  
726 *replace missing for female won fl, 21 
727 replace fem_won= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==21 
728 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 21  
729 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==21  
730 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 21  
731 . replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==21  
732 
733 ** FLORIDA (12), 22 
734 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 22  
735 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==22  
736 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 22 
737 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==22 
738 *replace missing for female won fl, 22 
739 replace fem_won= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==22 
740 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 22  
741 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==22  
742 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 22  
743 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==22  
744 
745 ** FLORIDA (12), 23 
746 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 23  
747 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==23  
748 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 23 
749 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==23 
750 *replace missing for female won fl, 23 
751 replace fem_won= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==23 
752 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 23  
753 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==23  
754 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 23  
755 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==23  
756 
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757 ** FLORIDA (12), 25 
758 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 25  
759 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==25  
760 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 25 
761 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==25 
762 *replace missing for female won fl, 25 
763  replace fem_won= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==25 
764 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 25  
765 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==25  
766 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 25  
767 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==25  
768 
769 ** FLORIDA (12), 27 
770 *replace missing for female running in house race fl, 27  
771 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==27  
772 *replace missing for female democrat running fl, 27 
773 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==12 & dist_num==27 
774 *replace missing for female won fl, 27 
775 replace fem_won= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==27 
776 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent fl, 27  
777 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==27  
778 *replace missing is female candidate raised more fl, 27  
779 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==12 & dist_num==27  
780 
781 
782 ** GEORGIA (13), 3 
783 *replace missing for female running in house race ga, 3  
784 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==13 & dist_num==3  
785 *replace missing for female democrat running ga, 3 
786 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==13 & dist_num==3 
787 *replace missing for female won ga, 3 
788 replace fem_won= 0 if state==13 & dist_num==3 
789 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ga, 3  
790 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==13 & dist_num==3  
791 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ga, 3  
792 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==13 & dist_num==3  
793 
794 ** GEORGIA (13), 12 
795 *replace missing for female running in house race ga, 12  
796 . replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==13 & dist_num==12  
797 *replace missing for female democrat running ga, 12 
798 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==13 & dist_num==12 
799 *replace missing for female won ga, 12 
800  replace fem_won= 0 if state==13 & dist_num==12 
801 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ga, 12  
802 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==13 & dist_num==12  
803 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ga, 12  
804 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==13 & dist_num==12  
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805 
806 ** IDAHO (16), 2 
807 *replace missing for female running in house race id, 2  
808 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==16 & dist_num==2  
809 *replace missing for female democrat running id, 2 
810 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==16 & dist_num==2 
811 *replace missing for female won id, 2 
812  replace fem_won= 0 if state==16 & dist_num==2 
813 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent id, 2 
814 . replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==16 & dist_num==2 
815  *replace missing is female candidate raised more id, 2 
816 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==16 & dist_num==2  
817  
818 ** ILLINOIS (17), 2 
819 *replace missing for female running in house race il, 2  
820 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==2  
821 *replace missing for female democrat running il, 2 
822 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==2 
823 *replace missing for female won il, 2 
824 replace fem_won= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==2 
825 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent il, 2  
826 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==2  
827 *replace missing is female candidate raised more il, 2  
828 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==2  
829 
830 ** ILLINOIS (17), 6 
831 *replace missing for female running in house race il, 6  
832 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==6  
833 *replace missing for female democrat running il, 6 
834 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==6 
835 *replace missing for female won il, 6 
836 replace fem_won= 0 if state==17 & dist_num==6 
837 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent il, 6  
838 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==17 & dist_num==6  
839 *replace missing is female candidate raised more il, 6  
840 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==17 & dist_num==6  
841 
842 ** ILLINOIS (17), 11 
843 *replace missing for female running in house race il, 11  
844 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==11  
845 *replace missing for female democrat running il, 11 
846 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==17 & dist_num==11 
847 *replace missing for female won il, 11 
848  replace fem_won= 0 if state==17 & dist_num==11 
849 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent il, 11  
850 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==17 & dist_num==11  
851 *replace missing is female candidate raised more il, 11  
852 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==17 & dist_num==11  
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853 
854 ** ILLINOIS (17), 17 
855         *replace missing for female running in house race il, 17  
856          replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==17 & dist_num== 17  
857          *replace missing for female democrat running il, 17 
858        replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==17 
859 *replace missing for female won il, 17 
860 replace fem_won= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==17 
861 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent il, 17  
862 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==17  
863 *replace missing is female candidate raised more il, 17  
864 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==17 & dist_num==17  
865 
866 ** INDIANA(18), 2 
867 *replace missing for female running in house race in, 2  
868 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==18 & dist_num==2  
869 *replace missing for female democrat running in, 2 
870 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==18 & dist_num==2 
871 *replace missing for female won in, 2 
872  replace fem_won= 1 if state==18 & dist_num==2 
873 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent in, 2  
874 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==18 & dist_num==2  
875 *replace missing is female candidate raised more in, 2  
876 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==18 & dist_num==2  
877 
878 ** INDIANA(18), 7 
879 *replace missing for female running in house race in, 7  
880 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==18 & dist_num==7  
881 *replace missing for female democrat running in, 7 
882 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==18 & dist_num==7 
883 *replace missing for female won in, 7 
884  replace fem_won= 0 if state==18 & dist_num==7 
885 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent in, 7  
886 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==18 & dist_num==7  
887 *replace missing is female candidate raised more in, 7  
888 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==18 & dist_num==7  
889 
890 ** INDIANA(18), 9 
891 *replace missing for female running in house race in, 9  
892 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==18 & dist_num==9  
893 *replace missing for female democrat running in, 9 
894 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==18 & dist_num==9 
895 *replace missing for female won in, 9 
896 replace fem_won= 0 if state==18 & dist_num==9 
897 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent in, 9  
898 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==18 & dist_num==9  
899 *replace missing is female candidate raised more in, 9  
900 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==18 & dist_num==9  
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901 
902 ** IOWA(19), 1 
903 *replace missing for female running in house race ia, 1 
904 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==19 & dist_num==1 
905 *replace missing for female democrat running ia, 1  
906 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==19 & dist_num==1  
907 *replace missing for female won ia, 1 
908 replace fem_won= 0 if state==19 & dist_num==1 
909 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ia, 1  
910 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==19 & dist_num==1  
911 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ia, 1  
912 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==19 & dist_num==1  
913 
914 ** IOWA(19), 4 
915 *replace missing for female running in house race ia, 4  
916 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==19 & dist_num==4  
917 *replace missing for female democrat running ia, 4 
918 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==19 & dist_num==4 
919 *replace missing for female won ia, 4 
920 replace fem_won= 0 if state==19 & dist_num==4 
921 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ia, 4  
922 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==19 & dist_num==4  
923 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ia, 4  
924 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==19 & dist_num==4  
925 
926 ** KENTUCKY(21), 6 
927 *replace missing for female running in house race ky, 6  
928 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==21 & dist_num==6  
929 *replace missing for female democrat running ky, 6 
930 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==21 & dist_num==6 
931 *replace missing for female won ky, 6 
932 replace fem_won= 0 if state==21 & dist_num==6 
933 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ky, 6  
934 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==21 & dist_num==6  
935 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ky, 6  
936 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==21 & dist_num==6  
937 
938 ** MAINE(23), 1 
939 *replace missing for female running in house race me, 1  
940 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==23 & dist_num==1  
941 *replace missing for female democrat running me, 1 
942 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==23 & dist_num==1 
943 *replace missing for female won me, 1 
944 replace fem_won= 1 if state==23 & dist_num==1 
945 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent me, 1  
946 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==23 & dist_num==1  
947 *replace missing is female candidate raised more me, 1  
948 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==23 & dist_num==1 
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949 
950 ** MAINE(23), 2 
951 *replace missing for female running in house race me, 2  
952 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==23 & dist_num==2  
953 *replace missing for female democrat running me, 2 
954 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==23 & dist_num==2 
955 *replace missing for female won me, 2 
956 replace fem_won= 0 if state==23 & dist_num==2 
957 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent me, 2  
958 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==23 & dist_num==2  
959 *replace missing is female candidate raised more me, 2  
960 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==23 & dist_num==2  
961 
962 ** MARYLAND(24), 6 
963 *replace missing for female running in house race md, 6  
964 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==24 & dist_num==6  
965 *replace missing for female democrat running md, 6 
966 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==24 & dist_num==6 
967 *replace missing for female won md, 6 
968 replace fem_won= 0 if state==24 & dist_num==6 
969 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent md, 6  
970 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==24 & dist_num==6  
971 *replace missing is female candidate raised more md, 6  
972 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==24 & dist_num==6  
973 
974 ** MICHIGAN(26), 7 
975 *replace missing for female running in house race mi, 7  
976 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==7  
977 *replace missing for female democrat running mi, 7 
978 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==7 
979 *replace missing for female won mi, 7 
980 replace fem_won= 0 if state==26 & dist_num==7 
981 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mi, 7  
982 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==26 & dist_num==7  
983 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mi, 7  
984 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==7  
985 
986 ** MICHIGAN(26), 8 
987 *replace missing for female running in house race mi, 8  
988 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==8  
989 *replace missing for female democrat running mi, 8 
990 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==8 
991 *replace missing for female won mi, 8 
992 replace fem_won= 0 if state==26 & dist_num==8 
993 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mi, 8 
994 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==26 & dist_num==8 
995 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mi, 8 
996 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==26 & dist_num==8 
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997  
998 ** MICHIGAN(26),12 
999 *replace missing for female running in house race mi, 12 
1000 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==12 
1001 *replace missing for female democrat running mi, 12 
1002 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==12 
1003 *replace missing for female won mi, 12 
1004 replace fem_won= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==12 
1005 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mi, 12 
1006 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==12 
1007 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mi, 12 
1008 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==12 
1009  
1010 ** MICHIGAN(26), 14 
1011 *replace missing for female running in house race mi, 14 
1012 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==14 
1013 *replace missing for female democrat running mi, 14 
1014 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==14 
1015 *replace missing for female won mi, 14 
1016 replace fem_won= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==14 
1017 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mi, 14 
1018 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==14 
1019 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mi, 14 
1020 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==26 & dist_num==14 
1021  
1022 ** MINNESOTA(27), 2 
1023 *replace missing for female running in house race mn, 2 
1024 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==2 
1025 *replace missing for female democrat running mn, 2 
1026 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==2 
1027 *replace missing for female won mn, 2 
1028  replace fem_won= 0 if state==27 & dist_num==2 
1029 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mn, 2 
1030 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==27 & dist_num==2 
1031 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mn, 2 
1032 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==2 
1033  
1034 ** MINNESOTA(27), 3 
1035 *replace missing for female running in house race mn, 3 
1036 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==3 
1037 *replace missing for female democrat running mn, 3 
1038 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==3 
1039 *replace missing for female won mn, 3 
1040 replace fem_won= 0 if state==27 & dist_num==3 
1041 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mn, 3 
1042 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==27 & dist_num==3 
1043 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mn, 3 
1044 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==27 & dist_num==3 
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1045  
1046 ** MINNESOTA(27), 4 
1047 *replace missing for female running in house race mn, 4 
1048 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==4 
1049 *replace missing for female democrat running mn, 4 
1050 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==4 
1051 *replace missing for female won mn, 4 
1052 replace fem_won= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==4 
1053 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mn, 4 
1054 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==4 
1055 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mn, 4 
1056 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==27 & dist_num==4 
1057  
1058 ** MISSOURI(29), 2 
1059  
1060 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==2 
1061 *replace missing for female democrat running mo, 2 
1062 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==29 & dist_num==2 
1063 *replace missing for female won mo, 2 
1064  replace fem_won= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==2 
1065 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mo, 2 
1066 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==2 
1067 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mo, 2 
1068 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==2 
1069  
1070 ** MISSOURI(29), 4 
1071 *replace missing for female running in house race mo, 4 
1072 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==4 
1073 *replace missing for female democrat running mo, 4 
1074 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==29 & dist_num==4 
1075 *replace missing for female won mo, 4 
1076  replace fem_won= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==4 
1077 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mo, 4 
1078 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==4 
1079 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mo, 4 
1080 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==4 
1081  
1082 ** MISSOURI(29), 7 
1083 *replace missing for female running in house race mo, 7 
1084 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==7 
1085 *replace missing for female democrat running mo, 7 
1086 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==29 & dist_num==7 
1087 *replace missing for female won mo, 7 
1088  replace fem_won= 0 if state==29 & dist_num==7 
1089 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mo, 7 
1090 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==29 & dist_num==7 
1091 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mo, 7 
1092 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==29 & dist_num==7 
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1093  
1094 ** MONTANA(30), 1 
1095 *replace missing for female running in house race mt, 1 
1096 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==30 & dist_num==1 
1097 *replace missing for female democrat running mt, 1 
1098  replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==30 & dist_num==1 
1099 *replace missing for female won mt, 1 
1100  replace fem_won= 0 if state==30 & dist_num==1 
1101 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent mt, 1 
1102 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==30 & dist_num==1 
1103 *replace missing is female candidate raised more mt, 1 
1104 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==30 & dist_num==1 
1105  
1106 ** NEW HAMPSHIRE(33), 1 
1107 *replace missing for female running in house race nh, 1 
1108 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==1 
1109 *replace missing for female democrat running nh, 1 
1110 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==1 
1111 *replace missing for female won nh, 1 
1112 replace fem_won= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==1 
1113 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nh, 1 
1114 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==33 & dist_num==1 
1115 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nh, 1 
1116 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==1 
1117  
1118 ** NEW HAMPSHIRE(33), 2 
1119 *replace missing for female running in house race nh, 2 
1120 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==2 
1121 *replace missing for female democrat running nh, 2 
1122 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==2 
1123 *replace missing for female won nh, 2 
1124 replace fem_won= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==2 
1125 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nh, 2 
1126 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==2 
1127 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nh, 2 
1128 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==33 & dist_num==2 
1129  
1130 ** NEW JERSEY(34), 4 
1131 *replace missing for female running in house race nj, 4 
1132 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==34 & dist_num==4 
1133 *replace missing for female democrat running nj, 4 
1134 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==34 & dist_num==4 
1135 *replace missing for female won nj, 4 
1136 replace fem_won= 0 if state==34 & dist_num==4 
1137 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nj, 4 
1138 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==34 & dist_num==4 
1139 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nj, 4 
1140 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==34 & dist_num==4 
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1141  
1142 ** NEW JERSEY(34), 12 
1143 *replace missing for female running in house race nj, 12 
1144 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==34 & dist_num==12 
1145 *replace missing for female democrat running nj, 12 
1146 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==34 & dist_num==12 
1147 *replace missing for female won nj, 12 
1148 replace fem_won= 1 if state==34 & dist_num==12 
1149 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nj, 12 
1150 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==34 & dist_num==12 
1151 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nj, 12 
1152 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==34 & dist_num==12 
1153  
1154 ** NEW MEXICO(35), 1 
1155 *replace missing for female running in house race nm, 1 
1156 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==35 & dist_num==1 
1157 *replace missing for female democrat running nm, 1 
1158  replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==35 & dist_num==1 
1159 *replace missing for female won nm, 1 
1160 replace fem_won= 1 if state==35 & dist_num==1 
1161 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nm, 1 
1162 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==35 & dist_num==1 
1163 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nm, 1 
1164 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==35 & dist_num==1 
1165  
1166 ** NEW MEXICO(35), 2 
1167 *replace missing for female running in house race nm, 2 
1168 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==35 & dist_num==2 
1169 *replace missing for female democrat running nm, 2 
1170 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==35 & dist_num==2 
1171 *replace missing for female won nm, 2 
1172  replace fem_won= 0 if state==35 & dist_num==2 
1173 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nm, 2 
1174 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==35 & dist_num==2 
1175 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nm, 2 
1176 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==35 & dist_num==2 
1177  
1178 ** NEW YORK(36), 1 
1179 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 1 
1180 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==1 
1181 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 1 
1182 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==1 
1183 *replace missing for female won ny, 1 
1184 replace fem_won= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==1 
1185 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 1 
1186 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==1 
1187 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 1 
1188 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==1 
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1189  
1190 ** NEW YORK(36), 4 
1191 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 4 
1192 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==4 
1193 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 4 
1194 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==4 
1195 replace missing for female won ny, 4 
1196 replace fem_won= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==4 
1197 replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 4 
1198 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==4 
1199 replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 4 
1200 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==4 
1201  
1202 ** NEW YORK(36), 6 
1203 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 6 
1204 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==6 
1205 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 6 
1206 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==6 
1207 *replace missing for female won ny, 6 
1208 replace fem_won= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==6 
1209 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 6 
1210 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==6 
1211 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 6 
1212 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==6 
1213  
1214 ** NEW YORK(36), 7 
1215 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 7 
1216 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==7 
1217 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 7 
1218 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==7 
1219 *replace missing for female won ny, 7 
1220 replace fem_won= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==7 
1221 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 7 
1222 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==7 
1223 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 7 
1224 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==7 
1225  
1226 ** NEW YORK(36), 9 
1227 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 9 
1228 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==9 
1229 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 9 
1230 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==9 
1231 *replace missing for female won ny, 9 
1232 replace fem_won= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==9 
1233 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 9 
1234 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==9 
1235 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 9 
1236 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==9 
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1237  
1238 ** NEW YORK(36), 12 
1239 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 12 
1240 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==12 
1241 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 12 
1242 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==12 
1243 *replace missing for female won ny, 12 
1244 replace fem_won= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==12 
1245 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 12 
1246 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==12 
1247 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 12 
1248 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==12 
1249  
1250 ** NEW YORK(36), 19 
1251 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 19 
1252 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==19 
1253 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 19 
1254 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==19 
1255 *replace missing for female won ny, 19 
1256 replace fem_won= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==19 
1257 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 19 
1258 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==36 & dist_num==19 
1259 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 19 
1260 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==19 
1261  
1262 ** NEW YORK(36), 21 
1263 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 21 
1264 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==21 
1265 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 21 
1266 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==21 
1267 *replace missing for female won ny, 21 
1268 replace fem_won= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==21 
1269 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 21 
1270 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==21 
1271 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 21 
1272 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==21 
1273  
1274 ** NEW YORK(36), 24 
1275 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 24 
1276 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==24 
1277 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 24 
1278 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==24 
1279 *replace missing for female won ny, 24 
1280 replace fem_won= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==24 
1281 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 24 
1282 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==24 
1283 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 24 
1284 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==24 
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1285  
1286 ** NEW YORK(36), 25 
1287 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 25 
1288 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==25 
1289 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 25 
1290 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==25 
1291 *replace missing for female won ny, 25 
1292 replace fem_won= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==25 
1293 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 25 
1294 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==25 
1295 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 25 
1296 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==25 
1297  
1298 ** NEW YORK(36), 26 
1299 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 26 
1300 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==26 
1301 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 26 
1302 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==26 
1303 *replace missing for female won ny, 26 
1304 replace fem_won= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==26 
1305 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 26 
1306 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==26 
1307 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 26 
1308 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==26 
1309  
1310 ** NEW YORK(36), 27 
1311 *replace missing for female running in house race ny, 27 
1312 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==27 
1313 *replace missing for female democrat running ny, 27 
1314 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==27 
1315 *replace missing for female won ny, 27 
1316 replace fem_won= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==27 
1317 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny, 27 
1318 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==27 
1319 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny, 27 
1320 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==27 
1321  
1322 ** NEVADA(32), 3 
1323 *replace missing for female running in house race nv, 3 
1324 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==3 
1325 *replace missing for female democrat running nv, 3 
1326 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==3 
1327 *replace missing for female won nv, 3 
1328 replace fem_won= 1 if state==36 & dist_num==3 
1329 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nv, 3 
1330 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==36 & dist_num==3 
1331 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nv, 3 
1332 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==36 & dist_num==3 
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1333  
1334 ** NORTH CAROLINA(37), 4 
1335 *replace missing for female running in house race nc, 4 
1336 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==4 
1337 *replace missing for female democrat running nc, 4 
1338 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==37 & dist_num==4 
1339  
1340 replace fem_won= 0 if state==37 & dist_num==4 
1341 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nc, 4 
1342 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==37 & dist_num==4 
1343 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nc, 4 
1344 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==37 & dist_num==4 
1345  
1346 ** NORTH CAROLINA(37), 5 
1347 *replace missing for female running in house race nc, 5 
1348 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==5 
1349 *replace missing for female democrat running nc, 5 
1350 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==37 & dist_num==5 
1351 *replace missing for female won nc, 5 
1352 replace fem_won= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==5 
1353 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nc, 5 
1354 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==5 
1355 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nc, 5 
1356 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==5 
1357  
1358 ** NORTH CAROLINA(37), 12 
1359 *replace missing for female running in house race nc, 12 
1360 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==12 
1361 *replace missing for female democrat running nc, 12 
1362 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==12 
1363 *replace missing for female won nc, 12 
1364 replace fem_won= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==12 
1365 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nc, 12 
1366 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==12 
1367 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nc, 12 
1368 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==37 & dist_num==12 
1369  
1370 ** OHIO(39), 1 
1371 *replace missing for female running in house race oh, 1 
1372 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==1 
1373 *replace missing for female democrat running oh, 1 
1374 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==1 
1375 *replace missing for female won oh, 1 
1376 replace fem_won= 0 if state==39 & dist_num==1 
1377 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent oh, 1 
1378 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==39 & dist_num==1 
1379 *replace missing is female candidate raised more oh, 1 
1380 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==39 & dist_num==1 
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1381  
1382 ** OHIO(39), 3 
1383 *replace missing for female running in house race oh, 3 
1384 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==3 
1385 *replace missing for female democrat running oh, 3 
1386 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==3 
1387 *replace missing for female won oh, 3 
1388 replace fem_won= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==3 
1389 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent oh, 3 
1390 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==3 
1391 *replace missing is female candidate raised more oh, 3 
1392 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==3 
1393  
1394 ** OHIO(39), 4 
1395 *replace missing for female running in house race oh, 4 
1396 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==4 
1397 *replace missing for female democrat running oh, 4 
1398 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==4 
1399 *replace missing for female won oh, 4 
1400 replace fem_won= 0 if state==39 & dist_num==4 
1401 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent oh, 4 
1402 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==39 & dist_num==4 
1403 *replace missing is female candidate raised more oh, 4 
1404 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==39 & dist_num==4 
1405  
1406 ** OHIO(39), 9 
1407 *replace missing for female running in house race oh, 9 
1408 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==9 
1409 *replace missing for female democrat running oh, 9 
1410 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==9 
1411 *replace missing for female won oh, 9 
1412 replace fem_won= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==9 
1413 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent oh, 9 
1414 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==9 
1415 *replace missing is female candidate raised more oh, 9 
1416 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==39 & dist_num==9 
1417  
1418 ** OKLAHOMA(40), 4 
1419 *replace missing for female running in house race ok, 4 
1420 . replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==40 & dist_num==4 
1421 *replace missing for female democrat running ok, 4 
1422 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==40 & dist_num==4 
1423 *replace missing for female won ok, 4 
1424  replace fem_won= 0 if state==40 & dist_num==4 
1425 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ok, 4 
1426 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==40 & dist_num==4 
1427 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ok, 4 
1428 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==40 & dist_num==4 
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1429  
1430 ** OREGON(41), 1 
1431 *replace missing for female running in house race or, 1 
1432 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==41 & dist_num==1 
1433 *replace missing for female democrat running or, 1 
1434 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==41 & dist_num==1 
1435 *replace missing for female won or, 1 
1436 replace fem_won= 1 if state==41 & dist_num==1 
1437 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent or, 1 
1438 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==41 & dist_num==1 
1439 *replace missing is female candidate raised more or, 1 
1440 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==41 & dist_num==1 
1441  
1442 ** PENNSYLVANIA(42), 1 
1443 *replace missing for female running in house race pa, 1 
1444 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==1 
1445 *replace missing for female democrat running pa, 1 
1446 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==1 
1447 *replace missing for female won pa, 1 
1448 replace fem_won= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==1 
1449 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent pa, 1 
1450 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==1 
1451 *replace missing is female candidate raised more pa, 1 
1452 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==1 
1453  
1454 ** PENNSYLVANIA(42), 5 
1455 *replace missing for female running in house race pa, 5 
1456 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==5 
1457 *replace missing for female democrat running pa, 5 
1458 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==5 
1459 *replace missing for female won pa, 5 
1460 replace fem_won= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==5 
1461 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent pa, 5 
1462 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==5 
1463 *replace missing is female candidate raised more pa, 5 
1464 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==5 
1465  
1466 ** PENNSYLVANIA(42), 7 
1467 *replace missing for female running in house race pa, 7 
1468 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==7 
1469 *replace missing for female democrat running pa, 7 
1470 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==7 
1471 *replace missing for female won pa, 7 
1472 replace fem_won= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==7 
1473 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent pa, 7 
1474 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==7 
1475 *replace missing is female candidate raised more pa, 7 
1476 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==7 
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1477  
1478 ** PENNSYLVANIA(42), 12 
1479 *replace missing for female running in house race pa, 12 
1480 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==12 
1481 *replace missing for female democrat running pa, 12 
1482 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==12 
1483 *replace missing for female won pa, 12 
1484 replace fem_won= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==12 
1485 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent pa, 12 
1486 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==12 
1487 *replace missing is female candidate raised more pa, 12 
1488 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==12 
1489  
1490 ** PENNSYLVANIA(42), 16 
1491 *replace missing for female running in house race pa, 16 
1492 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==16 
1493 *replace missing for female democrat running pa, 16 
1494 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==42 & dist_num==16 
1495 *replace missing for female won pa, 16 
1496 replace fem_won= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==16 
1497 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent pa, 16 
1498 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==42 & dist_num==16 
1499 *replace missing is female candidate raised more pa, 16 
1500 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==42 & dist_num==16 
1501  
1502 ** SOUTH CAROLINA(45), 6 
1503 *replace missing for female running in house race sc, 6 
1504 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==45 & dist_num==6 
1505 *replace missing for female democrat running sc, 6 
1506 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==45 & dist_num==6 
1507 *replace missing for female won sc, 6 
1508 replace fem_won= 0 if state==45 & dist_num==6 
1509 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent sc, 6 
1510 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==45 & dist_num==6 
1511 *replace missing is female candidate raised more sc, 6 
1512 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==45 & dist_num==6 
1513  
1514 ** TENNESSEE(47), 3 
1515 *replace missing for female running in house race tn, 3 
1516 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==3 
1517 *replace missing for female democrat running tn, 3 
1518 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==3 
1519 *replace missing for female won tn, 3 
1520  replace fem_won= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==3 
1521 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tn, 3 
1522 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==3 
1523 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tn, 3 
1524 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==3 
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1525  
1526 ** TENNESSEE(47), 6 
1527 *replace missing for female running in house race tn, 5 
1528 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==5 
1529  
1530 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==5 
1531 *replace missing for female won tn, 5 
1532 replace fem_won= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==5 
1533 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tn, 5 
1534 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==5 
1535 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tn, 5 
1536 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==5 
1537  
1538 ** TENNESSEE(47), 6 
1539 *replace missing for female running in house race tn, 6 
1540 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==6 
1541 *replace missing for female democrat running tn, 6 
1542 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==6 
1543 *replace missing for female won tn, 6 
1544 replace fem_won= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==6 
1545 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tn, 6 
1546 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==6 
1547 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tn, 6 
1548 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==6 
1549  
1550 ** TENNESSEE(47), 7 
1551 *replace missing for female running in house race tn, 7 
1552 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==7 
1553 *replace missing for female democrat running tn, 7 
1554 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==47 & dist_num==7 
1555 *replace missing for female won tn, 7 
1556 replace fem_won= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==7 
1557 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tn, 7 
1558 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==7 
1559 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tn, 7 
1560 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==47 & dist_num==7 
1561  
1562 ** TEXAS(48), 1 
1563 *replace missing for female running in house race tx, 1 
1564 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==1 
1565 *replace missing for female democrat running tx, 1 
1566 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==1 
1567  
1568 replace fem_won= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==1 
1569 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tx, 1 
1570 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==1 
1571 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tx, 1 
1572 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==1 
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1573  
1574 ** TEXAS(48), 6 
1575 *replace missing for female running in house race tx, 6 
1576 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==6 
1577 *replace missing for female democrat running tx, 6 
1578 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==6 
1579  
1580 replace fem_won= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==6 
1581 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tx, 6 
1582 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==6 
1583 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tx, 6 
1584 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==6 
1585  
1586 ** TEXAS(48), 10 
1587 *replace missing for female running in house race tx, 10 
1588 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==10 
1589 *replace missing for female democrat running tx, 10 
1590 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==10 
1591  
1592 replace fem_won= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==10 
1593 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tx, 10 
1594 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==10 
1595  
1596 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==10 
1597  
1598 ** TEXAS(48), 12 
1599 *replace missing for female running in house race tx, 12 
1600 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==12 
1601 *replace missing for female democrat running tx, 12 
1602 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==12 
1603  
1604 replace fem_won= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==12 
1605 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tx, 12 
1606 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==12 
1607 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tx, 12 
1608 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==12 
1609  
1610 ** TEXAS(48), 24 
1611 *replace missing for female running in house race tx, 24 
1612 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==24 
1613 *replace missing for female democrat running tx, 24 
1614 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==24 
1615 *replace missing for female won tx, 24 
1616 replace fem_won= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==24 
1617  
1618 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==24 
1619 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tx, 24 
1620 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==24 
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1621  
1622 ** TEXAS(48), 25 
1623 *replace missing for female running in house race tx, 25 
1624 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==25 
1625 *replace missing for female democrat running tx, 25 
1626 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==25 
1627 *replace missing for female won tx, 25 
1628 replace fem_won= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==25 
1629 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tx, 25 
1630 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==25 
1631  
1632 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==25 
1633  
1634 ** TEXAS(48), 30 
1635 *replace missing for female running in house race tx, 30 
1636 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==30 
1637 *replace missing for female democrat running tx, 30 
1638 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==30 
1639 *replace missing for female won tx, 30 
1640 replace fem_won= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==30 
1641 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tx, 30 
1642 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==30 
1643 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tx, 30 
1644 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==30 
1645  
1646 ** TEXAS(48), 35 
1647 *replace missing for female running in house race tx, 35 
1648 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==48 & dist_num==35 
1649 *replace missing for female democrat running tx, 35 
1650 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==35 
1651 *replace missing for female won tx, 35 
1652 replace fem_won= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==35 
1653 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent tx, 35 
1654 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==35 
1655 *replace missing is female candidate raised more tx, 35 
1656 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==48 & dist_num==35 
1657  
1658 ** UTAH(49), 2 
1659 *replace missing for female running in house race ut, 2 
1660 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==49 & dist_num==2 
1661 *replace missing for female democrat running ut, 2 
1662 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==49 & dist_num==2 
1663 *replace missing for female won ut, 2 
1664 replace fem_won= 0 if state==49 & dist_num==2 
1665 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ut, 2 
1666 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==49 & dist_num==2 
1667 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ut, 2 
1668 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==49 & dist_num==2 
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1669  
1670 ** UTAH(49), 4 
1671 *replace missing for female running in house race ut, 4 
1672 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==49 & dist_num==4 
1673 *replace missing for female democrat running ut, 4 
1674 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==49 & dist_num==4 
1675 *replace missing for female won ut, 4 
1676 replace fem_won= 1 if state==49 & dist_num==4 
1677 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ut, 4 
1678 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==49 & dist_num==4 
1679 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ut, 4 
1680 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==49 & dist_num==4 
1681  
1682 ** VIRGINIA(51), 2 
1683 *replace missing for female running in house race va, 2 
1684 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==51 & dist_num==2 
1685 *replace missing for female democrat running va, 2 
1686 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==51 & dist_num==2 
1687 *replace missing for female won va, 2 
1688 replace fem_won= 0 if state==51 & dist_num==2 
1689 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent va, 2 
1690 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==51 & dist_num==2 
1691 *replace missing is female candidate raised more va, 2 
1692 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==51 & dist_num==2 
1693  
1694 ** VIRGINIA(51), 5 
1695 *replace missing for female running in house race va, 5 
1696 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==51 & dist_num==5 
1697 *replace missing for female democrat running va, 5 
1698 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==51 & dist_num==5 
1699 *replace missing for female won va, 5 
1700 replace fem_won= 0 if state==51 & dist_num==5 
1701 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent va, 5 
1702 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==51 & dist_num==5 
1703 *replace missing is female candidate raised more va, 5 
1704 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==51 & dist_num==5 
1705  
1706 ** VIRGINIA(51), 7 
1707 *replace missing for female running in house race va, 7 
1708 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==51 & dist_num==7 
1709 *replace missing for female democrat running va, 7 
1710 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==51 & dist_num==7 
1711 *replace missing for female won va, 7 
1712 replace fem_won= 0 if state==51 & dist_num==7 
1713 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent va, 7 
1714 replace fem_incumbent= 0 if state==51 & dist_num==7 
1715 *replace missing is female candidate raised more va, 7 
1716 replace fem_raised_more= 0 if state==51 & dist_num==7 
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1717  
1718 ** WASHINGTON(53), 1 
1719 *replace missing for female running in house race wa, 1 
1720 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1721 *replace missing for female democrat running wa, 1 
1722 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1723  
1724 replace fem_won= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1725 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent wa, 1 
1726 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1727 *replace missing is female candidate raised more wa, 1 
1728 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1729  
1730 ** WASHINGTON(53), 3 
1731 *replace missing for female running in house race wa, 3 
1732 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==3 
1733 *replace missing for female democrat running wa, 3 
1734 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==53 & dist_num==3 
1735 *replace missing for female won wa, 3 
1736 replace fem_won= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==3 
1737 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent wa, 3 
1738 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==3 
1739  
1740 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==3 
1741  
1742 ** WASHINGTON(53), 5 
1743 *replace missing for female running in house race wa, 5 
1744 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==5 
1745  
1746 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==53 & dist_num==5 
1747 *replace missing for female won wa, 5 
1748 replace fem_won= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==5 
1749 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent wa, 5 
1750 replace fem_incumbent= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==5 
1751  
1752 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==5 
1753  
1754 ** WASHINGTON(53), 7 
1755 *replace missing for female running in house race wa, 7 
1756 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==7 
1757 *replace missing for female democrat running wa, 7 
1758 replace fem_cand_dem= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==7 
1759 *replace missing for female won wa, 7 
1760 replace fem_won= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==7 
1761 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent wa, 7 
1762 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==53 & dist_num==7 
1763 *replace missing is female candidate raised more wa, 7 
1764 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==7 
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1765  
1766 ** WYOMING(56), 1 
1767 *replace missing for female running in house race wa, 1 
1768 replace fem_house_race= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1769 *replace missing for female democrat running wa, 1 
1770 replace fem_cand_dem= 0 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1771 *replace missing for female won wa, 1 
1772 replace fem_won= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1773 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent wa, 1 
1774 replace fem_incumbent= 2 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1775 *replace missing is female candidate raised more wa, 1 
1776 replace fem_raised_more= 1 if state==53 & dist_num==1 
1777  
1778  
1779  
1780 **** SENATE RACES 
1781  
1782 *generate a senate race for woman candidate 
1783 gen fem_senate_race =. 
1784 gen fem_cand_dem_senate =. 
1785 gen fem_won_senate =. 
1786 gen fem_incumbent_senate =. 
1787 gen fem_raised_more_senate =. 
1788  
1789 ** ALASKA(1) 
1790 *replace missing for female running in senate race ak 
1791 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==1  
1792 *replace missing for female democrat running ak 
1793 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 0 if state==1  
1794 *replace missing for female won ak 
1795 replace fem_won_senate= 1 if state==1  
1796 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ak 
1797 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 1 if state==1  
1798 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ak 
1799 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 1 if state==1  
1800  
1801 ** ARIZONA(4) 
1802 *replace missing for female running in senate race az 
1803 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==4  
1804 *replace missing for female democrat running az 
1805 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==4  
1806  
1807 replace fem_won_senate= 0 if state==4  
1808 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent az 
1809 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 0 if state==4  
1810  
1811 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 0 if state==4 
1812  
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1813 ** ILLINOIS(17) 
1814  
1815 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==17 
1816 *replace missing for female democrat running il 
1817 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==17 
1818  
1819 replace fem_won_senate= 1 if state==17 
1820 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent il 
1821 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 0 if state==17  
1822 *replace missing is female candidate raised more il 
1823 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 1 if state==17 
1824  
1825 ** IOWA(19) 
1826 *replace missing for female running in senate race ia  
1827 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==19 
1828 *replace missing for female democrat running ia 
1829 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==19 
1830  
1831 replace fem_won_senate= 0 if state==19 
1832 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ia 
1833 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 0 if state==19 
1834 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ia 
1835 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 0 if state==19 
1836  
1837  ** LOUISIANA(22) 
1838 *replace missing for female running in senate race la 
1839 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==22 
1840 *replace missing for female democrat running la 
1841 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==22 
1842 *replace missing for female won la 
1843 replace fem_won_senate= 0 if state==22 
1844 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent la 
1845 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 2 if state==22 
1846 *replace missing is female candidate raised more la 
1847 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 0 if state==22 
1848  
1849 ** MARYLAND(24) 
1850 *replace missing for female running in senate race md 
1851 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==24 
1852 *replace missing for female democrat running md 
1853 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 0 if state==24 
1854  
1855 replace fem_won_senate= 0 if state==24 
1856 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent md 
1857 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 2 if state==24 
1858 *replace missing is female candidate raised more md 
1859 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 0 if state==24 
1860  
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1861 ** NEW YORK(36) 
1862 *replace missing for female running in senate race ny 
1863 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==36 
1864 *replace missing for female democrat running ny 
1865 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 0 if state==36 
1866 *replace missing for female won ny 
1867 replace fem_won_senate= 0 if state==36 
1868 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ny 
1869 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 0 if state==36 
1870 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ny 
1871 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 0 if state==36 
1872  
1873 ** NEVADA(32) 
1874 *replace missing for female running in senate race nv 
1875 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==32 
1876 *replace missing for female democrat running nv 
1877 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==32 
1878 *replace missing for female won nv 
1879 replace fem_won_senate= 1 if state==32 
1880 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nv 
1881 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 2 if state==32 
1882 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nv 
1883 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 1 if state==32 
1884  
1885 ** NORTH CAROLINA(37) 
1886 *replace missing for female running in senate race nc 
1887 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==37 
1888 *replace missing for female democrat running nc 
1889 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==37 
1890 *replace missing for female won nc 
1891 replace fem_won_senate= 0 if state==37 
1892 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent nc 
1893 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 0 if state==37 
1894 *replace missing is female candidate raised more nc 
1895 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 1 if state==37 
1896  
1897 ** PENNSYLVANIA(42) 
1898 *replace missing for female running in senate race pa 
1899 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==42 
1900 *replace missing for female democrat running pa 
1901 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==42 
1902 *replace missing for female won pa 
1903 replace fem_won_senate= 0 if state==42 
1904  
1905 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 0 if state==42 
1906 *replace missing is female candidate raised more pa 
1907 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 10 if state==42 
1908  
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1909 ** UTAH(49) 
1910 *replace missing for female running in senate race ut 
1911 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==49 
1912 *replace missing for female democrat running ut 
1913 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==49 
1914 *replace missing for female won ut 
1915 replace fem_won_senate= 0 if state==49 
1916 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent ut 
1917 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 0 if state==49 
1918 *replace missing is female candidate raised more ut 
1919 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 0 if state==49 
1920  
1921 ** WAAHINGTON(53) 
1922 *replace missing for female running in senate race wa 
1923 replace fem_senate_race= 1 if state==53 
1924 *replace missing for female democrat running wa 
1925 replace fem_cand_dem_senate= 1 if state==53 
1926 *replace missing for female won wa 
1927 replace fem_won_senate= 1 if state==53 
1928 *replace missing for if female is an incumbent wa 
1929 replace fem_incumbent_senate= 1 if state==53 
1930 *replace missing is female candidate raised more wa 
1931 replace fem_raised_more_senate= 1 if state==53  
1932  
1933 *generate new variable to determine if respondent and candidate share party--HOUSE 
1934 gen sameparty_housecand=.  
1935 replace sameparty_housecand= 0 if fem_cand_dem == 0 & partyid == 1 | partyid == 2 
1936 replace sameparty_housecand= 1 if fem_cand_dem == 0 & partyid == 3 
1937 replace sameparty_housecand= 0 if fem_cand_dem == 1 & partyid == 2 | partyid == 3 
1938 replace sameparty_housecand= 1 if fem_cand_dem == 1 & partyid == 1  
1939  
1940  
1941 *generate new variable to determine if respondent and candidate share party--SENATE 
1942 gen sameparty_senatecand=.  
1943 replace sameparty_senatecand= 0 if fem_cand_dem_senate == 0 & partyid == 1 | partyid 
== 2 
1944 replace sameparty_senatecand= 1 if fem_cand_dem_senate == 0 & partyid == 3 
1945 replace sameparty_senatecand= 0 if fem_cand_dem_senate == 1 & partyid == 2 | partyid 
== 3 
1946 replace sameparty_senatecand= 1 if fem_cand_dem_senate == 1 & partyid == 1  
1947  
1948 *generate new variable for id they voted for the female candidate for the House--code as 
such 
1949 gen vote_fem_house=. 
1950 replace vote_fem_house= 1 if fem_house_race ==1 & fem_cand_dem == 1 & housevote 
== 1  
1951 replace vote_fem_house= 1 if fem_house_race ==1 & fem_cand_dem == 0 & housevote 
== 2 
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1952 replace vote_fem_house= 0 if fem_house_race == 1 & fem_cand_dem == 1 & housevote 
== 2 | housevote== 3 | housevote== 0 
1953 replace vote_fem_house= 0 if fem_house_race == 1 & fem_cand_dem == 0 & housevote 
== 1 | housevote== 3 | housevote== 0 
1954 replace vote_fem_house=0 if fem_house_race == 1 & housevote == . 
1955  
1956 *generate new variable for id they voted for the female candidate for the senate 
1957 gen vote_fem_senate=. 
1958 replace vote_fem_senate= 1 if fem_senate_race ==1 & fem_cand_dem_senate == 1 & 
senatevote == 1  
1959 replace vote_fem_senate= 1 if fem_senate_race ==1 & fem_cand_dem_senate == 0 & 
senatevote == 2 
1960 replace vote_fem_senate= 0 if fem_senate_race == 1 & fem_cand_dem_senate == 1 & 
senatevote == 2 | senatevote== 3 | senatevote== 0 
1961 replace vote_fem_senate= 0 if fem_senate_race == 1 & fem_cand_dem_senate == 0 & 
senatevote == 1 | senatevote== 3 | senatevote== 0 
1962 replace vote_fem_senate=0 if fem_senate_race == 1 & senatevote == . 
1963  
1964 *generate and code dummy variable for female incumbent-- House 
1965 gen fem_incumbency_house=. 
1966 replace fem_incumbency_house= 1 if fem_incumbent == 1  
1967 replace fem_incumbency_house= 0 if fem_incumbent ==0 | fem_incumbent == 2 
1968  
1969  
1970 *generate and code dummy variable for female incumbent-- senate 
1971 gen fem_incumbency_senate=. 
1972  
1973 replace fem_incumbency_senate= 0 if fem_incumbent_senate ==0 | 
fem_incumbent_senate == 2 
1974  
1975 *regression sexism 
1976 reg sexism independent republican male white age education income married children 
religious 
1977 asdoc reg, save(finalregression1) 
1978 * regression 2-- house sexism  
1979 asdoc reg vote_fem_house sexism sameparty_housecand fem_incumbency_house 
fem_raised_more republican independent white male age religious education income children 
married, save(finalregression2)  
1980 * regression 3-- senate sexism 
1981 asdoc reg vote_fem_senate sexism sameparty_senatecand fem_incumbency_senate 
fem_raised_more_senate republican independent white male age religious education income 
children married, save(finalregression3) 
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